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WELCOME | CROESO

There are some 
experiences in life that 
bring people together 

and help us feel we’re not 
alone. I enjoyed a moment 
like this some weeks ago 
while running around Lake 
Vyrnwy in Mid Wales  
on a stormy, wet day.

An ornate, grand, imposing 
Victorian dam runs across  
the western side of the lake, 
and at the weekends it can 
become busy with tourists 
from the nearby Lake Vyrnwy 
Hotel, as well as day trippers 
and local dog walkers. Like 
me, they visit the dam to 
enjoy the view of the water, 
hills and the pretty straining 

tower, which actually looks 
more like a fairy tower from  
a Disney film.

As I turned the corner and 
began to run across the dam, 
the rain suddenly stopped, 
the clouds parted and  
a piercing blue sky was 
revealed. And then everyone 
on the dam halted in their 
tracks and stared upwards, 

bringing out their 
camera phones. The 
sight before us was  
the most radiant 
rainbow I’d ever seen.  
It stretched from one 
side of the lake and 
disappeared in a haze of 
mist in the wooded hills 
on the opposite side, 

Editor Catherine Waterfall

>
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Catherine

forming a perfect arch 
bursting with vibrant colours.

At the time, more Covid 
restrictions had been 
reintroduced and the 
pandemic was still looming 
over all our lives, which  
made this special sight  
even more poignant. 

After such an uplifting 
experience, I can see why  
the rainbow has become so 
symbolic over the past two 
years. It’s an emblem of joy 
and hope for the future, 
whatever is happening in  
our lives. To find out more 
about these amazing natural 
phenomena, turn to page 71 
for Charlotte van Praagh’s 
feature on rainbows, where 
she interviews Wales’ 

favourite weatherman, 
Derek Brockway.

The pandemic has affected 
all our lives in many ways, 
and, sadly, some more than 
others. I would like to 
dedicate this issue of Welsh 
Border Life to our graphic 
designer Tristan King, who 
sadly lost his battle with 
Covid before Christmas. We 
have known Tristan for many 
years. He was a kind, gentle, 
creative man who was full  
of mischievous humour and 
he will be sadly missed by us 
all. Our hearts go out to his 
two boys and all those who 
were lucky enough to love 
and know him.

mailto:editorial@borderpublishing.com
mailto:advertising@borderpublishing.com
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THE GATEWAY TO THE BEST UNIVERSITIES

8 Oxbridge places in 2021

www.ruthinschool.co.uk   Telephone: +44 (0)1824 702543

Registered Charity (no. 525754)  |   #studythrivesucceed

OPEN DAY
Saturday 23rd April 2022 
(by appointment only)

For more information please email:
admissions@ruthinschool.co.uk

Tour with senior teachers and students 
10am - 1pm by appointment only.

Scan QR code 
to book your place:

https://www.ruthinschool.co.uk/
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FEATURE |OFFA’S DYKE contents

>>>

cover

<<<

difficult – very steep, and very up and down.But then we were heading down in lovelyevening light. We could see the southernShropshire Hills, and we knew the next bitwould be flat… and we ended up in a pubin Montgomery, which helped a lot!”Regardless of whether you’re super-fit andwant to run it in five days, complete the trailover a series of weekends, or just want totake on a short taster walk, Offa’s Dyke Pathis here for all to enjoy. And give its popularity,it’ll endure much longer than 50 years.If the dyke itself can stick around for morethan a millennium, there’s no reason why itsaccompanying trail can’t either.
For info on Offa’s Dyke Path’s 50thcelebrations, visit www.nationaltrail.co.uk/50thanniversary, or for details about thetrail itself visit: www.nationaltrail.co.uk/offas-dyke-path

OFFA’S
STATS

Distance
177miles

Walk Time
2-3 weeks

Fastest Time
63hr, 1m

Start Point
Sedbury Cliff
nr Chepstow
Finish Point

Prestatyn
Total Ascent

9,085m
(Mt Everest

is 8,849m)
Highest Point

Hatterrall
Ridge, 703m
Year Started

785 AD
(approx)

Year Trail
Established

1971

DYKE LITE
If you haven’t got the time (or inclination) to tacklethe whole trail, here are a couple of shorter walksto give you a taste of what you’re missing.Click (or touch) here to download

WELCOME | TUTORIAL

This digital edition of  
Welsh Border Life has been 
designed and optimised for 
viewing on any device or 
operating system. That said, 
for the very best viewing 
experience, we recommend 
certain applications in which 
to view it, relevant to your 
set-up. For more information, 
on this, click (or touch) here. 
To help you get around and 
interact with this issue, 
‘hyperlinks’ are embedded  
in the pages. This includes all 
website and email addresses 
(on adverts as well as on 
editorial), cross-references to 
other pages in the magazine, 
prompts to “click here” and, 
most notably, all articles on 
the contents pages. Also, 
look out for the four tabs in 
each corner of most pages, 

which link back to the cover, 
the contents pages, and the 
previous and next pages.
For full technical guidance, 
click (or touch) here.

HOW TO
enjoy this issue

LOOK FOR THESE LINKS

Cover
Contents 
pages

Web and 
email 
addresses

Previous 
page

“Click here” 
prompts

Next page

https://www.walesandborders.com/support.html
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Independent Boarding & Day School for ages 9-19 Independent Boarding & Day School for ages 9-19 Independent Boarding & Day School for ages 9-19 

SIXTH FORM & BOARDING SPACES AVAILABLEIMMEDIATE START

REGISTER FOR 
SEPTEMBER 2022

ISA Awards 2020
Winners

Outstanding Sports Provision (Small School)

Academic PartnersAcademic PartnersAcademic Partners

FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.STDAVIDSCOLLEGE.CO.UK
GLODDAETH HALL, LLANDUDNO LL30 1RD  |  ADMISSIONS@STDAVIDSCOLLEGE.CO.UK  |  TEL: 01492 875974  

SDC_A5_Ad_NorthWalesMag_Generic.indd   4SDC_A5_Ad_NorthWalesMag_Generic.indd   4 02/11/2021   11:12:2202/11/2021   11:12:22

https://www.stdavidscollege.co.uk/
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INTO 
BLOOM

words | Pru Allison

Make the most of the season with great local 
events such as the Malvern Spring Festival

Welsh Border Life | Spring 2022    9
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 FLOWERS AND TREES
IN NATURE
Spring is the perfect season 
to immerse yourself in local 
flora, and there are a number 
of events that celebrate  
the erupting blooms.
You could take a self-guided 
walk around the gardens  
of Acton Scott Hall in 
Shropshire on 26th or  
27th March, as part of their 
Mother’s Day Weekend 
Daffodil Walk. Or how about 
getting better acquainted 
with some of the woodland 

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT
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around you on an Identifying 
Trees in Spring course at  
Chirk Castle (pictured) on 
23rd April? And there’s more 
in the way of springtime 
celebration at the RHS 
Malvern Spring Festival  
on 5th to 8th May at Three 
Counties Showground, where 
you can expect show gardens, 
a floral marquee and 
fascinating demonstrations.

 www.actonscott.com 
woodlandclassroom.com 
www.rhs.org.uk 

https://www.actonscott.com/
https://woodlandclassroom.com/
https://www.rhs.org.uk/
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Registered in England and Wales No 8288660. Registered Office: Hilliards Court, Chester Business Park, Chester 
CH4 9QP. Hartey Wealth Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Make a  
Positive Impact  

with your investment
All funds are actively managed so that you  

can be reassured that the portfolios are constantly 
evolving and maintaining a high level of impact.

Want to know more? Visit us at www.harteywm.co.uk  
or call us on 0808 168 5866

Welsh Border Life | Spring  2022    11

https://www.harteywm.co.uk/
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 WOOL & NATURAL 
 FIBRE FESTIVAL 

WOOLLEN WONDERS
Wales has some of the best-
dressed sheep around, and  
award-winning Wonderwool 
Wales is a celebration of these 
woolly lovelies, taking place at the 
Royal Welsh Showground in Builth 
Wells on 23rd and 24th April.

The wool and natural fibre 
festival recognises the green 
credentials of Welsh wool and  
its versatility, as well as fibres  
such as alpaca, mohair, angora, 
hemp, flax and silk. The event 
covers everything from exhibits  
of sheep and raw fibres through  
to examples of finished craft, 
clothing and home furnishings. 
Additionally, there’ll be an Alice in 
Wonderland exhibition raising money  
for Wales Air Ambulance, and another 
exhibiting the work of textile students at 
Coleg Sir Gâr. Pre-bookable Woolschool 
workshops, meanwhile, cover topics such  
as ‘spinning with a spindle for beginners’ 
and ‘natural weave macrame wall hangings’.

 www.wonderwoolwales.co.uk

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT
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https://www.wonderwoolwales.co.uk/
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https://www.myddeltoncollege.com/
mailto:admissions@myddeltoncollege.com
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Hercules Llangollen Wharf
01978 860 702  |  www.horsedrawnboats.co.uk

Llangollen Wharf

Boat trips from 
Llangollen Wharf

Aqueduct Boat Cruises
Visit us for an exciting 
2 hour cruise across 
Telford’s mighty aqueduct 
at Pontcysylle.
Home of the famous 
Horse Drawn Boats 
Experience 45 minutes of 
peace and tranquility on a 
horse drawn boat trip 
along the beautiful 
Llangollen Canal.

North Wales

For Autumn
Special
Events

See Website

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

 BOOK REVIEW
50 GEMS OF 
HEREFORDSHIRE  
Whether you’re 
fortunate enough to 
call Herefordshire your 
home or it tops your list 
of places to visit, this book’s 
sure to help you discover  
the county’s finest treasures.

Author David Phelps 
explores the heritage, culture 
and scenery of the county, 
discovering castles, churches, 
cathedrals and cider factories.  

The book also considers  
the effects of large-scale 
agriculture, the climate 
crisis and the housing 
pressures on the area.

Readers will finish this 
beautifully illustrated 

book with fresh insight into 
Herefordshire and its rich  
and diverse history.
50 Gems of Herefordshire  
by David Phelps. £15.99. 
ISBN: 9781398104242. 
 

 amberley-books.com >

https://www.amberley-books.com/
https://www.horsedrawnboats.co.uk/
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https://experiencechester.co.uk/
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 HORSE-DRAWN BOATS
WHARF WANDERS
Why not spend a day  
on the water this spring 
with a visit to Llangollen 
Wharf? The canal is part  
of a UNESCO world 
heritage site, packed  
with flora and fauna, and 
visitors have enjoyed the 
clip clop of heavy horse 
hooves on a horse-drawn 
boat trip from the wharf 
for more than 100 years.  
At weekends, and some 
weekdays, you could  
visit the Horseshoe Falls,  
or those with a head  
for heights might opt for  
a motor boat trip across 
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct. 
This excursion boasts 
spectacular views, and 
light meals are available on board, too. 
Should you find yourself after something 
more substantial to eat, you could take a 
table at The Wharf Tea Room and finish off 
your day with a traditional afternoon tea.

 www.horsedrawnboats.co.uk

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

https://www.horsedrawnboats.co.uk/
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LUXURY SUSTAINABLE FAMILY HOLIDAYS IN PEMBROKESHIRE

WWW.ECO-BARNS.CO.UK
STAY@ECO-BARNS.CO.UK

01348 831781/07786 266248

RENEW YOURSELF AND THE PLANET AT THESE DELIGHTFUL 5-STAR COTTAGES. 
ENJOY PEMBROKESHIRE AT ITS BEST,  ONLY 3 MILES FROM NEWGALE!

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

 FOLK FESTIVAL 
COUNTRY SOUNDS
Get feet tappin’ and thigh 
slappin’, because Shrewsbury 
Folk Festival will be rolling 
into town this summer.

The festival of rhythm and 
fun takes place from 26th to 
29th August at the West Mid 
Showground in Shrewsbury, 
and artists already confirmed 
include Judy Collins, Della 
Mae and Colin Linden. 

There’s a campsite, plus kids’ 
entertainment, workshops, 

dance displays, open mic  
and a craft fair. For a fun and 
free-spirited few days away, 
it’s hard to beat.

 
 www.shrewsbury 
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https://shrewsburyfolkfestival.co.uk/
https://www.eco-barns.co.uk/
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From cosy whitewashed boltholes to luxury, family holiday homes, we’ll help you choose 
your perfect seaside getaway. 

Log burners • Jaw-dropping sea views • Dog friendly

St Davids • Solva • Porthgain • Newgale • Pwllderi

BOOK YOUR COASTAL STAY

enquiries@stbridesbaycottages.com  •  01437 720027  •  www.stbridesbaycottages.com   

ESCAPE TO THE PEMBROKESHIRE COAST

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

 CHESTER 
DAY TRIPPING
If you’re on the 
lookout for a lovely 
day out, how about 
taking a trip to 
Chester? This 
Cheshire city has 
plenty going for it, 
from magnificent 
city walls to high-
end shops and 
restaurants, and Chester BID represents 
more than 400 businesses to ensure  
a fantastic experience for visitors. Their Ch

es
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r B
id
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https://www.stbridesbaycottages.com/
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work’s certainly paid off, 
because it’s hard not to  
enjoy spending time here.

Queen fans could book 
tickets for Queen by 
Candlelight at Chester 
Cathedral on 1st April,  
or continue to enjoy some 

nostalgia aboard Chester 
Boats for their 60s, 70s & 80s 
Rewind on 2nd April.  

 www.chesterbid.co.uk.
For more information on this 
little city with a big heart, 
visit experiencechester.co.uk

 FFESTINIOG & WELSH 
 HIGHLAND RAILWAY 

FULL STEAM AHEAD
It’s all go over at Ffestiniog 
and Welsh Highland 
Railways, whose 2022 season 
starts on 26th March. The 
train services will be similar 
to last year, but with more 
trains and increased capacity 
to Blaenau Ffestiniog.

The Woodland Wanderer 
trains so beloved by families 
will continue between 
Porthmadog and Tan-y-
Bwlch in the lovely heritage 
carriages, and improvements 
are being made at 
Beddgelert Station. Food and 
drink is available at some of 

the stations in cafés and  
tea rooms, making this 
wonderfully nostalgic train 
experience even better.

  www.festrail.co.uk

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

>

https://chesterbid.co.uk/
https://experiencechester.co.uk/
http://www.festrail.co.uk/trains/
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Winner of Mid Wales Tourism Awards Best Event 2019/2020 
Supported by the Welsh Government Cultural Recovery Fund 

The largest wool & natural fibre festival in Wales 

2233rrdd  &&  2244tthh  AApprriill  22002222  
ROYAL WELSH SHOWGROUND 

Llanelwedd, Builth Wells, Powys LD2 3SY  

OOnnlliinnee  ttiicckkeettss  oonnllyy  

 www.wonderwoolwales.co.uk 
 chrissie@wonderwoolwales.co.uk    Tel: 01938 820495 

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

 AGRICULTURAL SHOW 
COUNTRY 
CELEBRATIONS
After a two-year hiatus, 
Oswestry Show – which 
originally launched in 1862  
– is back this summer and 
promises to be every bit as 
entertaining as you’d hope. 
The popular event will take 
place on 6th August with  
a schedule packed with 
countryside pursuits, local 
producers and, of course,  
the best of agriculture. >

https://wonderwoolwales.co.uk/
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29 Holt Street, Wrexham LL13 8DH  •  Tel: 01978 353553
email: auctions@wingetts.co.uk  •  www.wingetts.co.uk

Antiques, Interiors & 
Collectables Auction 
fortnightly on Tuesdays 
at 10.30am.

March 8th & 22nd    |    April 12th & 26th    |    May 10th & 24th

Ltd

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

The main ring will hold the 
judging of various horse 
breeds; a parade of vintage 
vehicles and machinery; 
young farmer’s competitions; 
the Devil’s Horseman stunt 
team; and scurry driving 
competitions. There’ll also  
be falconry displays, cattle 
and sheep classes and even  
a sheep-shearing competition 
– more than enough to keep 
the whole family enraptured.

 oswestryshow.co.uk >

https://oswestryshow.co.uk/
https://www.wingetts.co.uk/
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 NEW FESTIVAL 

PARTY IN THE PARK
A brand-new event launches 
this May, and it’s sure to 
become a firm favourite. 
Shropshire Party at the 
Quarry Park will take place in 
Shrewsbury Quarry on 20th 

and 21st May, organised by 
the team behind Shrewsbury 
Food Festival and Shropshire 
Oktoberfest. The outdoor 
festival will see bands 
performing on a live music 
stage, as visitors tuck into 
local tipples and delectable >
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street food. There’ll also be  
a silent disco tent for those 
eager to have a shimmy.

“We want to mix all the 
most loved elements of 
Oktoberfest and Food Festival 
with sunshine, having a great 
time with friends in beautiful 
parkland, and partying until 
the sun goes down,” says 
Shropshire Festivals’ director 
of fun, Beth Heath.

 www.shropshire 
partyatthepark.co.uk 

THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

 LITERARY FESTIVAL 

ARTS SCENE

Love getting lost in a good 
book? Well, you’re far from 
alone, and literary types 
unite each year at the Hay 
Festival, which will take place 
from 26th May to 5th June. 
The festival brings literature 
and the arts into focus and 
fills the Powys town of Hay-
on-Wye with the nation’s 
most celebrated writers, 
thinkers and entertainers. >

https://www.shropshirepartyatthepark.co.uk/
http://www.festrail.co.uk/trains/
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THINGS TO DO | OUT & ABOUT

SATURDAY 6TH AUGUST AT 
PARK HALL SHOWGROUND, 
OSWESTRY

A GREAT FAMILY DAY OUT!

FOR ALL DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT: 
SHOW MANAGER, OSWESTRY SHOW OFFICE, 
OSWESTRY SHOWGROUND, 
PARK HALL, OSWESTRY SY11 4AB

TEL: 01691 654875 
EMAIL: INFO@OSWESTRYSHOW.CO.UK

THE 135TH 
OSWESTRY 
SHOW

MAIN SPONSOR

Well-known characters 
from the arts world hold 
talks and workshops,  
and between sessions 
you can relax on the 
village green. The festival 
bookshop stocks a vast 
array of captivating 
reads, and there are stalls 
to browse as well. In the 
evenings, check out the 
programme of music, 
film and comedy events.

 www.hayfestival.com

https://www.hayfestival.com/home
https://oswestryshow.co.uk/
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GALLERY

LIVE BROADCASTS
YOUTH THEATRE

MILFORD HAVEN | PEMBROKESHIRE | SA73 2BU

https://www.torchtheatre.co.uk/
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Win a night in 
Montgomery

Enter our competition 
for a chance to stay  
at The Dragon Hotel

If the Welsh Marches are 
calling, how about a night 
away in the delightful town 

of Montgomery to leave  
you feeling revitalised? The 
lovely folk at The Dragon are 
offering one Welsh Border Life >

reader and a friend the 
chance to win a break at this 
historic Montgomery hotel. 
The lucky winner will enjoy  
a night’s stay, including 
dinner with a bottle of house 
wine, and bed and breakfast 
for two people, together 
worth around £200.

The town of Montgomery  
is just a mile away from  sp
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THINGS TO DO | COMPETITION

ancient Offa’s Dyke and is 
surrounded by the Welsh 
Marches, making it a mecca 
for walkers. The Dragon 
occupies a prime position 
within the community, as it 
has done since 1630 when  
it was built as a coaching inn. 
In fact, the covered coachway 
through which horses and 
coaches were once driven, 
now serves as the entrance 
area. It’s thought that when 
the nearby castle was 
destroyed in 1648, some  
of the ruins were used as 
building materials for the 
completion of The Dragon, 
including some of the 
exposed beams. The result  
is a marvellously characterful 
building. The 20 refurbished 
rooms are all different shapes 
and sizes, as befits a hotel of 

this age, and each is 
elegantly styled. Food is 
served in the Bistro, and the 
bar serves real ales, craft 
beers and more. The hotel 
also has its own pool for 
those keen to make a splash.

The competition closes on 
15th May 2022, and the lucky 
winner should contact the 
hotel directly to book the 
date, which must avoid major 
holidays and bank holidays.

For your chance to win, 
simply answer this question:
In which year was The Dragon 
built as a coaching inn?
A) 1630  B) 1730  C) 1830

 Email your answer,  
with your name, address  
and telephone number, to:  
dragon@borderpublishing.com 
with the phrase ‘Dragon Hotel 
Competition’ in the subject line. 

Terms and conditions: By entering this competition  
you consent to your email address being added to the 
walesandborders.com newsletter database, but it will NOT  
be passed to any third party. One winner will receive one night 
at the Dragon Hotel, with dinner, bed and breakfast. No cash 
alternative. Usual competition rules apply. The editor’s decision 
is final. Closing date: 15th May 2022sp
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mailto:dragon@borderpublishing.com
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Move to 
Shrewsbury

History, architecture and a sweeping river 
make Darwin’s birthplace a natural selection

Nestled neatly within  
a loop of the River 
Severn, Shropshire’s 

county town of Shrewsbury 
offers a picturesque and 

relaxed lifestyle for even  
the most discerning of house 
hunters. The river itself is  
a prominent landmark in  
the town and, thanks to its >

words | Pru Allison

Click on names 
in bold for  
more info
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geography, is evident 
virtually every way you 
turn, with rowers gliding 
along the lower end  
of the Quarry Park,  
and Welsh and English 
bridges providing access 
across the water.

At the heart of the 
town is the 16th-century 
square, enrobed in 
boutiques and the café 
culture that Shrewsbury’s 
known for. At the head of  
the square is a bustling 

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

  Featuring the best in folk, roots, 
Americana & world music

  Camping & glamping
  Real ale, cocktail & gin bars
  Artisan crafts    Dance 

  Food village 

P@ndemonium!
Children’s Festival

refolkusYouth Festival

Fun for all the
family at one of
the UK’s top
music festivals

www.shrewsburyfolkfestival.co.uktickets on sale now

SFF Welsh Border Life Advert 2022 (193.5mm wide x 122mm deep).indd   1SFF Welsh Border Life Advert 2022 (193.5mm wide x 122mm deep).indd   1 08/02/2022   11:1608/02/2022   11:16

Grand facades Shrewsbury’s 
Museum and Art Gallery is 
adjacent to the Old Market Hall>

https://shrewsburyfolkfestival.co.uk/
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Our homes are safe and offer a range of outstanding facilities as well as 24 hour nursing, 
 residential and dementia care. Get in touch today and talk through your requirements with our team.

Brockington House
Hereford, Herefordshire

Tel: 01432 623308 

Foxhunters
Abergavenny, Monmouthshire

Tel: 01873 564836

Stay Safe, Stay Well, 
Enjoy Life at Your Local 

Dormy Care Community

Award winning residential, nursing & dementia care.

Brockington House - Welsh Border Life - Feb 2022 1-0.indd   1Brockington House - Welsh Border Life - Feb 2022 1-0.indd   1 31/01/2022   11:19:5031/01/2022   11:19:50

https://www.dormycare.co.uk/
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museum and at the centre 
sits the Old Market Hall, 
beneath which markets are 
regularly held. Cobbled 
streets spoke outwards  
from the square, leading  
to the high street, shopping 
centres and restaurants, 
while the Shropshire Hills 
beckon beyond.

THINGS TO DO
No move to Shrewsbury 
should be attempted 
without a decent pair  
of walking boots, thanks  
to the myriad hikes and 
ambles to be enjoyed 

through the famous 
Shropshire Hills. But those 
after something a touch 
more sedate should start  
off at the Quarry Park. The 
landscaping flair of Percy 
Thrower is still evident at  
this 29-acre oasis that runs 
down to the Severn and 
boasts a dingle, playground 
and café among its charms. 
There’s more greenery a 
short drive away at the 
National Trust’s Attingham 
Park where you’ll find a 

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

>

Park life The town has  
plenty of green spaces 

https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/attingham-park
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mansion, deer park, 
walled gardens and 
hefty acreage to explore.

Back in the town itself, 
you could take a tour  
of Shrewsbury Prison, 
explore Shrewsbury 
Museum and Art 
Gallery, or pay a visit  
to historic Shrewsbury 
Castle, which houses  
the collections of the 
Shropshire Regimental 
Museum Trust. Theatre 
Severn is sure to become  

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

The Charlotte Hartey Foundation helps fund structured, purposeful projects and 
ventures in and around Shropshire and Cheshire, giving youths the opportunity
of reaching their full potential.

 www.charlottehartey.com

We have supported many projects that have positively impacted many groups of people within the 
community, we have donated to date over £25,000 to fund: 

• Sports equipment and kits  • Guides • School projects     
• Charity fundraising activities  • Scouts • Youth Clubs

Supporting local projects!

9-11 Salop Road, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY11 2NR

Norman fortress 11th-century 
Shrewsbury Castle houses  
a fascinating museum>

https://www.shrewsburyprison.com/
https://www.shropshiremuseums.org.uk/
https://www.shropshiremuseums.org.uk/shrewsbury-castle/
https://www.theatresevern.co.uk/
https://charlottehartey.com/
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a firm favourite, thanks to 
their varied programme of 
performances, and the Old 
Market Hall serves as an 
utterly charming cinema. 
There’s further cinematic 
interest to be enjoyed  
in town by scouting the 
locations from 1984 movie  
A Christmas Carol – can you 
find the grave of Ebenezer 
Scrooge at St Chad’s?

SHOPPING & INTERIORS
Shrewsbury’s known for its 
boutique stores, so there’s 
plenty of happy shopping  

in store for those with a new 
home to deck out. With fresh 
walls to adorn, Bear Steps 
Art Gallery is a good place  
to start, before adding to 
your creative purchases at 
Callaghans of Shrewsbury. 
You can spruce up your 
interiors further by visiting 
Meg Hawkins where there’s 
an array of homewares,  

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

Clockwise from left Tanners 
wine shop; the Old Market Hall 
now serves as a cinema; visit 
Theatre Severn for a varied 
programme of entertainment

>

https://www.oldmarkethall.co.uk/
https://www.shrewsburycivicsociety.co.uk/
https://www.callaghan-finepaintings.com/
https://www.meghawkins.com/
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from lampshades to 
cushions. Head over to 
Interiors at St Mary’s Street 
& Wyle Cop for seating and 
sofa fabrics, and there’s  
more to be found at Listers 
Interiors who have furniture, 
soft furnishings and 
homewares. For a new 
kitchen, visit Abbey Kitchens 
or Kenton Jones.

It’s likely that Shrewsbury 
Market Hall will soon 
become one of your 
favourite shopping 

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

Bear necessities Stop for a bite 
to eat at Bear Steps Café in  
a beautiful Tudor building

Nr. Shrewsbury, Shropshire

01939 261 216

Green Hollow Veterinary Surgery is 
a country practice catering for pets, 
exotic pets, farm animals and 
horses. We pride ourselves on our 
friendly, personal service.

www.greenhollowveterinarysurgery.co.uk

>

https://www.interiorsatstmarys.com/
https://www.listersinteriors.com/
https://abbey-kitchens.net/
https://www.kentonjones.com/
https://www.shrewsburymarkethall.co.uk/
https://www.greenhollowveterinarysurgery.co.uk/
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destinations. There are more 
than 50 independent traders 
selling food, drink, art and 
more. Wine aficionados, 
meanwhile, should peruse 
the fine tipples at Tanners. 

Need to top up your 
country wardrobe? Head  
to Templeton Jones, or for 
something dressier, Carol 
Grant is just up the road,  
and County Goldsmiths 
have beautiful jewellery.  

FOOD & DRINK
Being a market town, there 
are some great foodie  

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

Shopping spree Pick up local 
produce at Shrewsbury Market 
Hall, plus tipples from Tanners>

https://www.tanners-wines.co.uk/
https://www.templetonjones.co.uk/
http://www.carolgrant.co.uk/
https://www.countygoldsmiths.co.uk/
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Just popping out for  
drinks? Try Glou Glou for 
great wine, beer, cider and 
spirits, or make merry at  
The Libertine (tel: 01743 
247874), a marvellously 
atmospheric drinks venue.

venues in Shrewsbury. If you 
like to get your days off to a 
delicious start, try breakfast 
at Number Four – a friendly 
venue with fresh food. Or 
there’s Ginger & Co, known 
for their coffee and cake. 

Ladies (or gents) who lunch 
should visit The Olive Tree 
for a tapas-style taste of the 
Mediterranean, or The Loopy 
Shrew whose menu is 
packed full of local produce.

Those with a taste for fine 
dining could take a seat at 
The Walrus for beautifully 
presented dishes, and there’s 
more tastiness at The 
Haughmond who offer both 
a dinner and a tasting menu.

From top The Loopy Shrew 
restaurant and bar; Shrewsbury’s 
most famous son, Charles Darwin

>

https://www.glouglou.uk/
https://www.number-four.com/
https://www.gingerandcocoffee.com/
https://www.theolivetreeshrewsbury.co.uk/
https://www.loopyshrew.com/
https://www.the-walrus.co.uk/
https://www.thehaughmond.co.uk/
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OAKLEY’S SPRING OPEN DAYS
8th and 9th April 2022
10.00 am to 4.00pm

Join us to see in action:
▶ market-leading groundcare machinery
▶  electric and battery-powered garden equipment
▶  electric quad bikes and compact tractors

Everyone welcome! Free refreshments available

01952 511000    ▼    oakleysgroundcare.com    ▼    oakleysallelectricvehicles.co.uk

Leasowes Business Park
Shrewsbury SY5 6AF

PROPERTIES FOR SALE
WINDSOR HOUSE, 
WINDSOR PLACE, 
SHREWSBURY
£825,000
Whether you’re looking 
for an investment 
property or fancy  
a residential project, 
Windsor House could be 
for you. Currently serving 
as a commercial premises, 
the property dates back 
to around 1768 and with 

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

>

https://oakleysgardenmachinery.co.uk/
https://oakleysgroundcare.com
https://oakleysallelectricvehicles.co.uk/
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kate@sister-kate.co.uk | 07793 145 437 | 01691 888192 | sister-kate.co.uk

Sister Kate Ltd, Suite G-05.  The Fort
Park Hall, Oswestry SY11 4AD

Ear Wax Trouble?
Sister Kate can help.
Sister Kate is a registered ENT Nurse 
Specialist with over 20 years 
experience who provides micro suction 
treatments to help patients, adults & 
children, remove excessive ear wax that 
is causing a blockage that has resulted 
in hearing loss or is causing unpleasant 
feelings in the ear.

Home
Visits

Available
Upon
Request

Fully
MobileCLINICS ALSO IN

ABERYSTWYTH
& SHREWSBURY

the correct planning, could 
become an extraordinary 
residential home.

There are 18 rooms  
in this Grade II-listed 
building that boasts  
a prominent position  
within town, as well  
as attractive Georgian 
features. This is an exciting 
opportunity for an 
enterprising buyer.

 Balfours. 
www.balfours.co.uk

Fine features The interior  
at Windsor House still has its 
original Georgian panelling

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

>

https://www.balfours.co.uk/
https://www.sister-kate.co.uk/
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3 ST ALKMONDS 
SQUARE, SHREWSBURY
Offers in the region  
of £450,000
Position yourself right at  
the centre of town in this 
Grade II-listed town house. 
The surprisingly spacious  
three-bedroom home has  
a wealth of period features 
including exposed timbers 
and deep sash windows. The 
accommodation spans four 

MOVE TO | SHREWSBURY

floors, encompassing a 
basement with gym and 
office, a ground floor with 
sitting room, kitchen and 
snug, and a further two floors 
with bedrooms, a rather 
handy ‘snoring’ room, 
bathroom and shower  
room. Outside is a sweet 
courtyard seating area.

 Halls Estate Agents.  
www.hallsgb.com >

https://www.hallsgb.com/
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LEIGHTON PARK, 
SHELTON, SHREWSBURY
Offers in the region  
of £299,995
This Grade II-listed  
mid-terrace home is part  
of a development in the 
foregrounds of the former 
Shelton hospital, and 
provides deceptively 
spacious accommodation. 
The modern kitchen/

breakfast room has a range 
of built-in appliances, while 
the lounge makes a cosy 
retreat. The three bedrooms 
upstairs are all well sized and 
share a family bathroom.
There are communal 
grounds for residents to 
enjoy, plus a courtyard.

 Holland Broadbridge.  
www.hbshrop.co.uk

https://www.hbshrop.co.uk/
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Live Smart

W I T H  T H E  F U T U R E  O F  

E L E C T R I C  H E A T I N G

Find Comfort & Coziness This Winter
Electric Heating & Hot Water Specialists

Contact us to find out how our electric heating solutions

can benefit you and your home. 

01244 371445

northwestheatingsolutions.co.uk

https://www.northwestheatingsolutions.co.uk/
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A new year invariably 
brings with it renewed 
hope, and after the 

past 24 months, we certainly 
need it. With the COP26 

summit in Glasgow in early 
November, many people 
were hopeful that world 
leaders would finally come 
together to take major  

Iolo Williams
IN THE WILD

Our columnist delights in natural sights at home  
and – for the first time since Covid – abroad

>
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steps to tackle biodiversity 
loss and climate change,  
but like any major gathering 
of politicians in recent  
years, it proved to be yet 

another conveyor belt  
of empty promises.

The natural world, however, 
has continued to provide us 
with visual gems, and over 

the winter I’ve witnessed one 
of the best – Aberystwyth 
pier’s starling murmuration.

My most recent visit was  
in mid December, on a  

cold, windless 
and sunny  
day – perfect 
conditions for 
starling watching. 

As the first small flocks 
began to appear over the 
slate-covered roofs of the 
town, a crowd of more than 
100 people had gathered 

“Many were hopeful world 
leaders would take steps  
to tackle climate change”

Complete 
peace of mind  
for a single monthly payment.

We understand that the last thing you want to be 

worrying about is your home’s septic tank or sewage 

treatment plant. 

That’s why we created WasteSmart, a no-nonsense 

approach to making sure you never have to be 

concerned about tank emptying or environmental 

compliance ever again - all for one monthly payment.

Discover more at

wastesmart.co.uk
or call us Monday to Friday, 9.00am - 5.30pm 

0800 0467 277

>

https://mayglothlingwaste.com/
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along the seafront to watch 
the show, some coming  
from as far afield as Swansea 
and Gloucester.

With the sun dipping below 
the horizon, more than 
10,000 birds were pulsating 
back and forth above the 
pier against the backdrop  
of a beautiful pink sky. On 

previous visits, I’ve seen up 
to 15,000 birds murmurating 
overhead, but I’ve never 
seen such perfect conditions, 
and the starlings didn’t 
disappoint. They formed 
formation after fluid  
formation for up to 15 
minutes, while we stared 
skywards, transfixed. What 
an unbeatable end to a  
Mid Wales day.

With the lifting of Covid 
travel restrictions, at long 

last, I’ve also been able to 
travel further afield. Over  
the past two years, all of my 
overseas guiding trips have 
been postponed, so in 
January, I was finally able  
to start clearing the backlog 
with a much-anticipated 
journey to Costa Rica. This 
small Central American 

country is 
incredibly rich in 
wildlife, and with 
around a quarter 
of the land 
surface given 

National Park status, it’s a 
paradise for both nature  
and naturalists.

Having landed at San Jose 
airport, we travelled up into 
the jungle-covered hills to 
Macaw Lodge, an excellent 
location for an introduction 
to Costa Rican wildlife. As 
the name suggests, noisy 
scarlet macaws are daily 
visitors to the lodge grounds, 
as are several species of 
hummingbirds, unfeasibly 

“At long last I’ve been able  
to travel further afield,  
with a journey to Costa Rica,  
a country rich in wildlife”

>
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colourful tanagers, a handful 
of herons and even an 
osprey that set up home in 
the trees overlooking the 
fish-laden ponds in front  

of our accommodation.
We then moved on to a 

lodge on the Pacific coast 
near one of the jewels in  
the Costa Rican crown –  

the Corcovado National Park. 
The park is home to one  
of the most species-rich 
jungles in the world, and  
on our visit, along with over 

100 species of 
birds, we saw 
tapir, an arboreal 
anteater called a 
tamandua, several 

raccoon-like mammals  
called coatimundis, four 
different types of monkey,  
a manta ray and a pod of 
bottlenose dolphins.

“Corcovado National Park  
is home to one of the world’s 
most species-rich jungles”

Llandudno’s highly acclaimed & 
leading contemporary boutique bed 
& breakfast hotel offering exclusive, 

stylish and luxurious 
accommodation in a unique 

Victorian Villa. 

48 Church Walks, Llandudno, Gwynedd, North Wales, LL30 2HL

T: 01492 877 776
E: info@escapebandb.co.uk
www.escapebandb.co.uk

>

https://escapebandb.co.uk/
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To complete the trip, we 
spent two days at a height  
of 3,000 metres in the Costa 
Rican cloudforest, enjoying  
a very different wildlife 

experience and weather 
more akin to a Welsh 
autumn. The star of the show 
was seeing the resplendent 
quetzal, an almost mythical 
bright red and green bird 
that hides away in these 
dense, largely inaccessible 
jungles. What a bird, and 
what a trip!

A few weeks prior to the 
Costa Rican trip, I led a tour 
around the Solway Firth near 
Carlisle. This area is home to 
tens of thousands of wading 
birds and wildfowl in winter, 
and features top reserves 
such as WWT Caerlaverock 
and RSPB Geltsdale.

Despite seeing plenty of 
wonderful wildlife such as 
black grouse, red squirrels, 
hen harriers and otters, the 
most memorable spectacle 

was watching 
several thousand 
noisy barnacle 
geese flying 
overhead at dusk 
at Caerlaverock. 

It’s a sight that once 
witnessed, you never forget.

Worryingly, over the course 
of the five-day trip, we came 
across several hundred dead 
and dying geese and swans. 
These had been hit by the 
latest wave of bird flu in this 
country, a far more lethal 
strain than the last outbreak 
a few years ago. It has 
proved to be highly 
contagious, making flocking 
birds such as wildfowl 
particularly vulnerable.  
Let’s hope the birds can 
build up immunity to this 
virus before it has a lasting 
impact on our wild birds.

COMMENT | IOLO WILLIAMS

“At the Solway Firth we came 
across hundreds of dead and 
dying geese and swans hit by 
the latest wave of bird flu”

>
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I’ve always been very proud 
to boast that I’m a Powys lad 
born and bred. It’s a beautiful 
part of the world with its vast 
array of stunning landscapes 

and wonderful wildlife. But 
anyone who’s lived in the 
county for as long as I have 
will tell you that the once 
rich variety of animal and 
plant life is fast disappearing.

Gone are the lapwing, 
curlew and yellowhammers 
of my youth, along with the 
botanically rich hay meadows 
and rivers teeming with 
trout and salmon. Gone, too, 
are the clouds of swifts that 
screamed above the streets 
on warm summer nights, and 
both hedgehogs and hares 
are hanging on by a thread.

Imagine my disgust last 
autumn when Powys County 
Council refused to declare a 

biodiversity emergency, 
despite all this evidence 
staring them in the face. 
Indeed, they’ve been 
complicit in some of these 

declines, allowing, 
for example, the 
uncontrolled 
proliferation of 
intensive poultry 

units throughout the county 
that has been one of the 
major contributors to 
pollution in our rivers.  
For once in my life, I was 
thoroughly ashamed to be 
associated with this county.

ABOUT IOLO

Iolo was born in Builth
Wells, Powys, and worked
for the RSPB for 14 years
before becoming a wildlife
presenter for the BBC on
the likes of Springwatch.

• Got a question you’d
like to put to Iolo? Email
iolo@borderpublishing.com

“Despite all the evidence the 
council refused to declare  
a biodiversity emergency” 

mailto:iolo@borderpublishing.com
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https://malverngoldsmiths25943929.wordpress.com/


Eat for the Earth
Want to make your diet more climate-
friendly without sacrificing on taste? 

Here’s food for thought to help kickstart 
your sustainable eating journey

Words | Charlotte van Praagh
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All you have to do is skim the 
newspaper headlines, switch on the 
TV or listen to the radio to discover 

that talk of climate change is all around us. 
In a few short years, the topic has gone from 
a frightening possibility to an ever-present 
reality. As more and more of us seek to do 
‘our bit’ for the planet, what we eat and 
where we source it from increasingly comes 
under the spotlight. But where to start?

Patrick Holden is CEO of the Sustainable 
Food Trust, a charitable organisation that 

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

Step up to the 
plate Eating a 
diverse diet of 
seasonal, local 
produce is a 
simple change 
we can all make
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strives for a better food and farming system 
for people and the planet. Alongside his 
advocacy work, he also owns the longest-
running certified organic dairy farm in 
Wales.  “What we ought to be eating,” he 
says, “is the food our local farmers produce.”

Patrick believes there are fundamental 
issues with the trend towards vegan and 
plant-based diets for the sake of the climate 
(more than 20 percent of Veganuary 2021 
participants did so for environmental 
reasons). “People’s motives are good –  
they want to do the right thing,” he tells us. 
“But there’s a lot of confusion. Those same 
people are unhappy about industrialised 
livestock production, and rightly so. But  
I think the decision to go vegan is based  

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

Farm fresh
Buying from 
local farm shops 
or a local veg 
box scheme 
means fewer 
food miles  
with less 
environmental 
impact
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V I N E Y A R D

www.fromevalleyvineyard.co.uk

TOURS & TASTINGS
Set amongst Herefordshire’s hopyards and cider orchards, 
we make award-winning still and sparkling wines, brandy 
and cider. Come and visit the vineyards; bring your friends 
and relations; have a taste of everything and choose your 
favourites to enjoy at home. Open for tours & tastings from 
April to October. Visit our website for more details and to 
make a booking. Or call to arrange a time.

01885 490 768

jeanie@fromevalleyvineyard.co.uk

Paunton Court, Bishops Frome, Herefordshire, WR6 5BJ

on a lack of understanding about 
agriculture in the UK.”

He is, however, a staunch advocate of 
regenerative farming methods. “Then 
farmers have a mixed system – half of  
which would be pasture – with crop 
rotation to build fertility,” he explains.  
“The only way to turn pasture into food  
is with animals – sheep or cattle.”

While many proponents of plant-based 
diets don’t eat red meat or meat from 
ruminant animals because they emit 
methane and are seen as water expensive 
and inefficient, Patrick argues that “cheap 
chicken” is what we should all give up. 

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

“Wales is a 
nation of 

grass, and  
I think that 
land should 

be producing 
food, with 
grass-fed 
beef and 

lamb”

https://www.fromevalleyvineyard.co.uk/
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“Wales is a nation of grass – 80 percent of 
our land is grassland pasture – and I think 
that land should be producing food and 
people should eat that food. If you live in 
Wales, seek out grass-fed beef and lamb  
or dairy products and shop accordingly.”

However, he admits it can be hard for 
consumers to know the difference between 
unsustainable livestock and the sustainable 
alternatives, especially in supermarkets.  
“If they can’t advise you, go elsewhere.  
That could be a local box scheme or buying 
from a local farmer via a farm shop, farmers’ 
market or online,” he says.

Patrick thinks that while the spotlight has 
been shone on the meat industry, “plants 
have got away scot-free. There are lots of 

Grass is greener
Patrick Holden 
of Sustainable 
Food Trust 
advocates 
buying grass-
fed beef and 
lamb, as it has  
a lower carbon 
footprint

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING
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Tel: Fax:
Email:

Web:

 

 

H A R R Y ’ S  B I S T R O  I N  B E AU M A R I S
A L L   A B O U T  G O O D  F O O D

a great choice of traditional and contemporary
food

COME AND SEE US

plants we should avoid,” he adds, “such as 
palm oil, genetically modified soy, avocados 
from intensive systems in Mexico, and  
even, dare I say it, intensively produced 
vegetables from vegetable monocultures  
in the East of England. The fruit and 
vegetables we should be eating are those 
produced right here on the Welsh Borders 
in sustainable farming systems.”

There’s never been a more crucial time to 
eat sustainably, according to Patrick. “It’s not 
just important for the climate,” he says, “but 
also for nature, for health and for ethics.”

Read on for a few simple ideas of how to 
make your diet more climate conscious.

“The fruit 
and veg 

we should 
be eating 
are those 
produced 
here on 

the Welsh 
Borders”

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

http://www.harrysbistro.com/
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MEAT OR VEG?
The vegan movement continues 
to gain momentum, with more 
than 600,000 vegans in the UK. 
According to Plate Up for the 
Planet, if just 10 percent of animal 
products were replaced by plant-
based alternatives globally by 
2030, it would save CO2 emissions 
equivalent to 2.7 billion trees. 
Opponents argue this doesn’t 
consider natural and agricultural 
landscapes. Reducing meat consumption  
is much less controversial – for ideas, check 
out Vegetarian Food for Carnivores, a recipe 
book by Shrewsbury-based Sarah McLean 
(www.vegetarianfoodforcarnivores.co.uk). 
Even simpler is to ensure the meat, dairy 
products and eggs you do choose have 
been farmed locally and sustainably:  
grass-fed, free-ranging and with no growth 
additives, usually meaning the animals  
have had better welfare, too.

SHOP LOCAL
The fewer food miles the better for the 
planet. Sourcing your food from sustainable 
producers in your village, town or county 
– where possible – not only lessens your 
carbon footprint, it also gives your local 

Happy hens
Free-range 
chickens are 
better for you, 
and for the 
environment

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING
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economy a boost. Plus, it has the added 
benefit that the food you eat is likely to be 
fresher, tastier and better for you, as it hasn’t 
endured a lengthy journey.

CHOOSE SEASONAL FOODS
This ethos underpins many of the other 
paths to planet-friendly eating. Simply  
put, if you eat the fruit and veg that grow 
naturally in your country at a certain time  
of year, it requires less energy and less 
chemical intervention to produce them. 
Indeed, eating something produced in the 
UK out of season – and therefore under glass 
or plastic, with heating and additional 

“Eating a 
varied diet 
encourages 
biodiversity 
and ensures 
the survival 
of heritage 

species”

FEATURE | BRITISH WINE

T H E  B R Y N T I R I O N  I N N

Tel: 01678 530205  |  www.bryntirioninnbala.co.uk

Boasting well appointed en-suite guest rooms, 
The Bryntirion Inn, dating back to 1695, in the 
ideal place to stop over when visiting the 
picturesque Dee Valley region of north Wales, 
just four miles from Lake Bala.

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

https://www.bryntirioninn.co.uk/
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fertilisers – is often  
worse for the climate 
than sourcing a fruit  
or vegetable from an 
overseas country where  
it is in season. If done 
right, this approach  
harks back to how  
we used to eat, when  
our diets changed 
dramatically according  
to the time of year. 

EAT A DIVERSE DIET
From what vegetables you shop for, to  
the individual apple varieties you choose,  
a varied diet encourages biodiversity by 
ensuring the survival of heritage (and often 
less trendy!) species. It also means less 
pressure is put on certain industries. 
Nowhere is this more important than in the 
seafood industry. In the UK, 80 percent of 
the fish we consume comes from just five 
species: salmon, cod, haddock, tuna and 
prawns. Widening our nets and choosing 
species like hake, pollack or coley will allow 
the more popular fish stocks to recover and 
help make the industry more sustainable. 
Check out the Good Fish Guide for details: 
www.mcsuk.org/goodfishguide.

True colours
All carrots were 
once purple, 
red, yellow and 
black, until the 
orange variety 
was developed 
in Holland

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING
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CUT THE PACKAGING
We’re all far too familiar with 
the impact plastic is having 
on our oceans, rivers and 
wider landscape. With 40 
percent of plastic produced 
used for packaging, it’s good 
to look for ways we can cut 
our consumption. In the 
supermarket, opt for loose 
fruit and veg and use paper 
or reusable bags; choose 
cardboard packaging over 
plastic wrap and trays; and 
use refill stations where  
you can. This is yet another 
reason to patronise smaller 
local shops, as these tend  
to use less packaging.

REDUCE YOUR  
FOOD WASTE
Did you know that more than 
a third of all food produced 
globally goes to waste?  
And the UK throws away  
10 million tonnes of food in  
a year – 70 percent of it from 
households? Doing smaller 
shops more frequently, using 

every edible part of a 
vegetable, planning meals 
carefully, and making  
stews and soups to use  
up leftovers, are all ways to 
reduce food waste. Similarly, 
make friends with your 
freezer, and keep your fridge 
at a chilly 4°C to ensure  
food stays fresh for longer. 
Meanwhile, picking the 
wonkiest fruit and veg 
encourages shops not to 
throw imperfect produce 
away. And for anything 

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

Planet-friendly pantry Reuse 
your own containers at refill 
stations to cut back on plastic
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unwanted, why not donate to your  
local food bank? For more ideas,  
go to www.lovefoodhatewaste.com.

EAT EXOTIC BUT ETHICAL
Many popular ‘exotic’ foods are a hot 
environmental mess, causing deforestation 
and eco system destruction when  
farmed intensively. Palm oil – found in 
anything from peanut butter to lipstick –  
is particularly harmful, and around  
25 percent of Indonesia’s rainforests,  
home to orangutans and pygmy elephants, 
have been cleared to make way for vast 
plantations. The World Wildlife Fund  
advise opting for sustainably produced 
palm oil rather than boycotting and have 
produced a helpful consumer guide:  
palmoilscorecard.panda.org.

VOTE WITH YOUR FEET  
OR MOUSE-FINGER
Find an ethical food producer on the  
high street or online and shop there when 
you can. If they’re local, too, then so much 
the better. Using our consumer buying 
power is one of the best ways we can all 
make a difference. The more demand 
increases for sustainable food, the more  
the industry will have to change.

FEATURE | SUSTAINABLE EATING

“Using our 
consumer 

buying power 
is one of the 

best ways we 
can all make 
a difference”

https://www.lovefoodhatewaste.com/
https://wwf.panda.org/discover/our_focus/food_practice/sustainable_production/palm_oil/scorecards/
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If our feature on sustainable eating  
has inspired you, here are some spring 

recipes you might like to try…

Planet-friendly 
plates

words | Charlotte van Praagh
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This is great for cutting food waste as you can chuck in 
leftover veg and other ingredients like peppers or red onion; 

plus potatoes are considered a sustainable carbohydrate 
with a low environmental impact, and 80 percent of the 

ones we eat in the UK are home-grown

Spring onion and celery 
loaded potato skins

>
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METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 200°C/180°C fan/gas 6.

2. Prick the potatoes a few times with a fork. Put the  
oil in a bowl with a good pinch of salt and pepper and,  
one at a time, roll the potatoes in it. 

3. Bake for 1-2hrs until crispy on the outside and soft in  
the middle. Leave to cool slightly.

4. Once cool enough to handle, cut the potatoes in half and 
scoop out the centres. Use a fork to mash the potato in a 
bowl with the soured cream and cheddar then stir in the 
spring onions and celery and season.

5. Spoon the mash mixture back into the skins, sprinkle with 
a pinch of smoked paprika (if using) and grill for a few 
minutes until the tops start to brown.

6. Serve with the dressed leaves.

Recipe and image courtesy of www.lovethecrunch.com

SERVES 2 
as a main course  
(or 4 as a starter)

INGREDIENTS
2 large baking  
potatoes
2 tbsp olive oil,  
plus extra for  
dressing the leaves
Salt and freshly 
ground black pepper
2 tbsp soured cream
25g organic cheddar
4 spring onions,  
finely chopped
2 sticks of celery, 
finely chopped
Pinch of smoked  
paprika (optional)
Mixed leaves,  
to serve

Spring onion and celery  
loaded potato skins

>

http://lovethecrunch.com/
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Mackerel is a delicious fish available off the Welsh coast,  
and when it’s handline-caught, it’s at its most sustainable; 

this is a low-impact fishing method used by small boats that 
doesn’t impact the seabed or create a bycatch problem. 

However, European stocks are currently on the MSC red list, 
so stick with small-scale local fishermen

Provencal baked mackerel

FEATURE | CLIMATE-FRIENDLY RECIPES
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METHOD
1. Preheat your oven to 190°C/170°C fan/gas 5. Rinse the 
mackerel, particularly inside the cavities, then pat dry with 
kitchen towel.

2. Brush a large roasting tin with oil. Cut 3 shallow slashes 
down one side of each mackerel (approx 1cm deep). Lay 
them slash-side up in the tin.

3. Spread the courgette, pepper, tomatoes, garlic and olives 
around each mackerel. Then scatter over a few capers, the 
rosemary and oregano, the wine, a little oil and finally 
lemon juice and seasoning.

4. Bake for 20-25 mins, until the mackerel is cooked through 
(it will feel firm to the touch).

5. Meanwhile, cook your rice by adding rinsed rice to a 
saucepan with 500ml boiled water, saffron and a pinch  
of salt. Cook on a low boil for 10 mins, then remove from  
the heat, cover with a lid or plate and leave the rice to steam 
for a further 10 mins.

6. Serve the mackerel and veg with the rice, sprinkled  
with parsley.

Recipe and image courtesy of Riverford. www.riverford.co.uk

SERVES 2 

INGREDIENTS
2 mackerel
Oil for roasting
1 courgette, sliced into 
2-3cm chucks
1 romano pepper, 
deseeded and sliced 
into 2-3cm chunks
250g cherry tomatoes
2 garlic cloves, 
peeled and finely 
chopped
60g black olives
1 tbsp capers, 
soaked in cold water
½ tbsp fresh  
rosemary leaves,  
finely chopped
1 tsp dried oregano
100 ml white wine
Juice of 1 lemon
Sea salt and pepper
150g basmati rice
1 pinch saffron
15g parsley, roughly 
chopped

>

Provencal baked 
mackerel

https://www.riverford.co.uk/
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Seasonality is crucial to sustainable eating, and this wild garlic, 
chicken and courgette stir-fry is the perfect spring dish – just 

make sure the chicken is free-range and organic

Chicken with mushrooms 
and wild garlic butter

>
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METHOD
1. First, cook your rice. Rinse it under cold water, drain  
and then add to a saucepan with 300ml boiled salted  
water. Simmer for 6-8 mins until all the water has been 
absorbed. Take off the heat and set aside to steam,  
lid on, for 5-10 mins.

2. Fry the chicken in olive oil in a frying pan over a  
medium heat for 8 mins until the chicken is golden  
and cooked through.

3. Meanwhile, combine the wild garlic with the butter  
and some black pepper.

4. Lift the chicken out of the pan and set aside. Add the 
mushrooms, courgette and onion to the pan with a third  
of the wild garlic butter. Cook for 5 mins, stirring often,  
till the veg have started to soften.

5. Add the cooked chicken back to the pan, along with any 
resting juices from the plate. Add the remaining wild garlic 
butter and cook for 2 mins, stirring. Taste and add more 
seasoning, if needed.

6. Divide the rice between two plates. Top with the  
chicken and veg, and drizzle over any wild garlic butter  
from the pan to serve.

Recipe and image courtesy of Abel & Cole.  
www.abelandcole.co.uk

SERVES 2 

INGREDIENTS
150g white basmati 
rice
250g organic  
free-range chicken 
breasts, chopped into 
bite-size pieces
1 tbsp olive oil
A handful of wild  
garlic, finely chopped
50g organic butter, 
softened
Sea salt and black 
pepper 
200g white  
mushrooms, 
chopped into  
small chunks
1 courgette, trimmed 
and cut into small 
chunks
1 onion, peeled and 
finely sliced

Chicken with 
mushrooms and 
wild garlic butter

FEATURE | CLIMATE-FRIENDLY RECIPES
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If you want to reduce your meat intake,  
this scrumptious vegan vegetable Thai curry  
won’t make you feel like you’re missing out

Vegan Thai veggie curry
>
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METHOD
1. Tip the pea and fava bean protein chunks into a large 
bowl and cover with the cold vegetable stock. Set to one  
side and leave to soak for at least 10 mins.

2. In a small bowl, combine the grated garlic, ginger, chilli  
(if using) and curry paste.

3. Place a large frying pan or wok on a medium-high heat. 
Add 2 tbsp oil to the pan. Add the onion and stir-fry for 4-5 
mins until slightly softened and caramelising at the edges.

4. Drain the protein chunks, discarding the cold stock, and 
add them to the pan. Fry for 4-6 mins, stirring regularly, till 
lightly golden on most edges.

5. Add the curry paste mix to the pan. Fry, stirring, for 2 mins.

6. Pour in the coconut milk and 200ml hot vegetable stock 
and bring up to a bubble. Add the carrots and French beans, 
then simmer for 5 mins. Add more stock or water if the sauce 
is reducing too quickly.

7. Add the shredded greens and cook for 2-4 mins, stirring 
often. Add 2 tbsp vegan fischy sauce, taste and add more  
if necessary, to taste.

8. Scatter over some coriander leaves and serve the curry 
with lime wedges for squeezing and freshly cooked rice.

Recipe and image courtesy of Abel & Cole.  
www.abelandcole.co.uk

SERVES 4-6 

INGREDIENTS
125g pea & fava bean 
protein chunks
1 ltr cold vegetable stock, 
plus 200 ml hot stock
2 garlic cloves, peeled 
and grated
A thumb of ginger, peeled 
and grated
1 chopped chilli  
(optional)
2 tbsp green Thai curry 
paste
vegetable oil for frying
2 onions, peeled and  
finely sliced
400ml coconut milk
2 carrots, trimmed and cut 
into ½cm-thick slices
250g French beans, 
trimmed and halved
Large handful of shredded 
greens (such as kale,  
cabbage or spring greens)
2-4 tbsp vegan fischy 
sauce

TO SERVE
A handful of coriander, 
leaves only
Limes, for squeezing
Steamed rice

Vegan Thai  
veggie curry

https://www.abelandcole.co.uk/
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Venison burger

METHOD
1. Start by soaking the breadcrumbs in the milk to create  
a binding agent that’ll keep the burgers from falling apart.

2. Into a large mixing bowl, add the minced venison, parsley, 
onion, egg yolks, soaked breadcrumbs and some salt and 
pepper and mix thoroughly. Cover and put in the fridge  
until ready to cook.

3. Using a little flour and either your hands or a burger press, 
if you have one, shape your mixture into burger patties.  
This quantity should make around 4-6 good-sized burgers.

4. Cook under a preheated grill for about 5 mins on each  
side or to your taste.

5. Assemble your venison burgers in the brioche buns with 
some leaves, chargrilled peppers, onion and lingonberry  
or cranberry sauce. They go well with mixed salad or some 
homemade chips.

SERVES 4 

INGREDIENTS
1 handful white 
breadcrumbs
¼ pint organic milk
500g coarsely minced 
venison
4 tbsp finely chopped 
fresh flatleaf parsley
½ large onion, finely 
chopped
3 free-range egg yolks
Sea salt and pepper
Flour for dusting

TO SERVE
Brioche buns
Leaf salad
Chargrilled peppers
Onion 
Lingonberry or  
cranberry sauce

Who knew burgers could be a climate-
friendly choice?! But wild venison is one  
of the most sustainable meats out there,  
as deer populations need to be kept  
under control and venison isn’t that  
popular – and if you can get it on your 
doorstep, so much the better.

FEATURE | CLIMATE-FRIENDLY RECIPES



Chasing rainbows
National Find a Rainbow 

Day is on 3rd April, 
challenging us to look  
to the skies for a ray of 

hope – but what are 
these vibrant natural 

phenomena and why do 
they mean so much to us?

Red and yellow and pink 
and green, purple and 
orange and blue…  

As the popular nursery 
rhyme goes, we can all sing  
a rainbow – yet this many-
coloured meteorological 
miracle is so much more 
than the sum of its parts.

The stuff of music, literature 
and art, rainbows have 

FEATURE
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inspired creative souls for 
centuries. Countless painters, 
from John Constable to 
Caspar David Friedrich, have 
depicted the display in their 
landscapes; Scottish poet 
Thomas Campbell called the 
spectacle a “triumphal arch”; 
and Wordsworth reflected 
on how beholding one made 
his heart “leap up”. 

North Wales-based 
photographer Andrew Kime 
has captured many rainbows 
in his landscape works over 
the years and never fails to 
be inspired by them.

“I feel very privileged to  
live in Snowdonia,” he tells 
us. “The plentiful supply of 
water from above ensures a 
lush and green surrounding, 
and a regular supply of sun 
lights it to perfection. That 
interaction of rain and sun  
to create a rainbow adds 
further beauty and lifts the 
senses; nobody ignores a 
rainbow. They seem to bring 
hope, and even in times of 

Light show Snowdonia at its best 
by local lensman Andrew Kime

darkness, a smile – and life 
somehow seems better.”

But what are these uplifting 
natural phenomena? Simply 
put, they’re multicoloured 
arcs made by light hitting 
water droplets that reflect 
some of the light back > ©
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towards an observer. The most 
familiar type is produced by 
sunlight striking raindrops in 
front of a viewer at a precise 
angle (42 degrees) – but they 
can also be seen around 
waterfalls, sea spray, mist  
or fog. In essence though,  
a rainbow does not actually  
exist – it’s just perceived.

Amazingly, these vibrant arrays are the 
result of everyday science: refraction. 
Sunlight is made up of many colours that 
look white when we see them mixed 
together, but, since light travels more 
slowly through water than air, it’s bent 
upon entering the raindrop and becomes 
refracted, splitting into the spectrum of 
colours. Some of the light is then reflected 
off the back of the raindrop, which works 
like a mirror, reversing the order of the 
colours into the familiar rainbow sequence 
– red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo 
and violet (contrary to the nursery rhyme!).

One person who’s seen more than his fair 
share of these colourful shows is Wales’  
very own ‘Weatherman Walking’, Derek 
Brockway. The Barry-born meteorologist 
– who worked for the Met Office for 20 years 
before becoming the main forecaster for 

A step ahead Host 
of Weatherman 
Walking Derek 
Brockway

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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Flying colours  
The Moelwynion 
mountains  
in Snowdonia  
made even more  
beautiful by a 
swathe of colour

BBC Wales – says there are a few 
prerequisites for seeing them. 

“To see a rainbow, you must have the sun 
shining behind you and the water droplets 
in front of you,” he explains. “The amount of 
arc that’s visible depends on how high the 
sun is in the sky. When it’s very high, you 
may see a rainbow that only appears just 
above the horizon. On the other hand, if 
you’re lucky enough to spot a rainbow from 
an aeroplane or the top of a mountain, you 
might be able to see the whole circle!”

Before physics proffered an explanation 
for these enigmatic optical illusions, 
unsurprisingly they were considered 
mystical. Captivating cultures around  

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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the world, rainbows came  
to feature prominently in 
myths and legends, as people 
sought to explain them. 
They’re often portrayed  
as bridges between people  
and supernatural beings,  
or between worlds; in Norse 
mythology, a rainbow called 
the Bifrost connects Earth 
with Asgard, the gods’ realm, 
while Indonesian culture 
depicts them as the bridge 
for soul boats. They’re also 
frequently associated with >

gods or other supernatural 
beings – such as Greek and 
Roman messenger goddess 
Iris, or the ancient Welsh 
goddess Ceridwen, who  
sits on her rainbow chair. 

As rainbows often appear 
after rainstorms, coming 
hand in hand with the sun, 
they’re usually symbolic of 
hope, representing fresh 
starts, new endeavours or a 
promise of better times to 
come. In Genesis, a rainbow 
signified God’s covenant 

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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https://airbnb.com/h/diagonalleytownhouse

Welcome HP fans to our Georgian town house with medieval roots, and our 
own Diagon/Knockturn alley. It is an historic building that has a distinct 
charm and theatrical theme to the place. In the centre of  Leominster town, this 
is a private location at 1st and 2nd floor levels and ample space to store items 
such as bikes at ground floor level and luggage securely.

Guests have the entire accommodation for their exclusive use, and the property 
benefi ts with a private sunny South/West facing yard, and private parking 
area for up to 3 cars. We continue to add quirky items to the property, and it’s 
location is convenient to access all local town services and takeaways. The 
property also benefi ts from Fibre connected internet, so if  you wish to watch 
movies and Netfl ix online then it’s no problem. Of  course there is the complete 
set of  Harry Potter books to read or DVD’s to watch, that completes the Harry 
Potter experience

Leominster is a mid size market town, with mainline rail services a 10min walk 
away. There are plenty of  activities and rural pursuits nearby, and we think in 
many ways Leominster is an interesting alternative to Ludlow and Hereford, 
which are a short train ride or slightly longer drive away.

with Noah to never again destroy the  
Earth with a flood.

Nevertheless, rainbows are not seen 
exclusively as benign – according to some 
ancient peoples, they denote demonic 
forces that mustn’t be looked at and even 
eat children! 

One of the most enduring legends comes 
from Ireland, where a pot of gold guarded 
by a tricksy leprechaun can be found at the 
end of the rainbow. The treasure evades 
retrieval because rainbows, as circles, never 
end and no one ever sees the same one. 
This elusiveness is echoed in the lyrics of 
melancholic ballad Over the Rainbow from >

“In the UK, 
rainbows 
are most 

common in 
late afternoon 

and early 
evening when 

the sun’s in 
the west”

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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The Wizard of Oz – “Birds fly over the 
rainbow – why then, oh why, can’t I?”

In the last 50 years, rainbows have been 
adopted as optimistic images of diversity 
and unity, most notably in the LGBTQ Pride 
Flag. Even more recently, they’ve taken  
on fresh significance since the pandemic,  
as a symbol of hope and togetherness.

Their widespread appeal is hard to define, 
but there’s no denying the effect when one 
suddenly appears, as if by magic, painting 
the sky with a bright burst of colour – we 
stop, we stare, we take snaps and videos, 
we share them and we smile. While they 
brighten up an otherwise dull urban 
landscape, the beauty of a rainbow over 

Seeing double  
This rare sight  
is a spectacular 
double rainbow,   
caused when 
light reflects 
twice off the 
back of raindrops

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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Afon Rhaiadr Country House, a luxury Boutique 5* Gold 
Victorian Country House Bed and Breakfast accommodation. 
Nestled in 3 acres of woodlands near Dolgellau, at the foot 
of Cader Idris Mountain, in the heart of the Snowdonia 
National Park.

Expect a warm welcome from Gina and Gareth, luxurious 
surroundings and a delicious home cooked breakfast each 
morning. Try an Afternoon Tea and/or the Candle-lit dining 
experience, available on selected evenings.

Enjoy a walk through the grounds, relax and unwind in 
one of the sitting areas, listening to the sounds of the river, 
waterfall and wild birds.

www.afonrhaiadr.co.uk   |   enquiries@afonrhaiadr.co.uk

our pristine countryside  
is unsurpassable. 

Wales’ favourite forecaster 
admits to keeping a weather 
eye on the sky for the 
meteorological marvels.

“I’m a real anorak when it 
comes to the weather, and  
I like to share my passion for 
the subject with my friends 
and work colleagues,” says 
Derek, who has a new series 
of Weatherman Walking on 
BBC Wales this spring, 
featuring eight routes from 

Abergavenny to Snowdonia. 
“I’m always keeping an eye 
on the weather, whether  
I’m in the office or travelling 
around the country filming. 
If I see a rainbow – especially 
a double rainbow, a truly 
wonderful sight where you 
get two spectacular natural 
displays for the price of one 
– I have to stop to admire it. 
They make you appreciate 
the beauty of nature.”

Other than sunshine and 
showers together, what 

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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other perfect conditions are 
there for seeing rainbows? 

“Rainbows can occur at any 
time of the year provided 
there’s sunlight and water,” says 
Derek, who encourages people 
to share their photos on the 
BBC Weather Watchers website.  
“In the UK, rainbows tend to  
be most common in the late 
afternoon and early evening 
when the sun is in the west.”

So is there a silver lining to 
the high rainfall we get in this 
region. Do we stand a better 
than average chance of seeing a rainbow?

“Wales does have its fair share of rain,  
with most of it falling on the hills and 
mountains,” says Derek. “It can be raining 
on one side of the street and dry on the 
other, and there’s always the chance,  
if you’re lucky, of seeing a rainbow!”

 For more information on  
Weatherman Walking – The Welsh  
Coast by Derek Brockway and Julia  
Foot, visit www.ylolfa.com. 

              For more information on the 
Weatherman Walking series, click here   

Hope and glory 
Today the 
rainbow is seen 
as a symbol  
of unity and 
positivity

FEATURE | CHASING RAINBOWS
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Gallery

Celebrate the season with  
a gallery spring fling…

ART | INSPIRED BY THE COUNTRY

Greats
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words | Pru Allison

Spring has sprung,  
as they say, and artists 
across the region have 

been joyfully rustling up their 
own interpretations of this 
pastel-hued and fluffy-tailed 
season. Make a day of it at 
one of our local art galleries, 
or visit a show and meet the 
artists themselves. Here’s a 
taste of what you might find. >
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ART | INSPIRED BY THE COUNTRY

Also known as The Centre  
For the Applied Arts, this 
Denbighshire hub is always  
a super day out thanks to the 
varied exhibits shown – and 
this season is certainly no 
exception. Three exhibitions 
that opened in mid January 

will be running here until  
3rd April.

The Alison Morton exhibit  
is a celebration of the late 
loom weaver, and features  
a range of her work from 
different periods, as well  
as recreating aspects of  
her studio and working life. 
Alison was one of the most 
dedicated loom weavers of 
her generation and was a 

Textiles by loomer Alison Morton

RUTHIN CRAFT CENTRE
RUTHIN

>

http://ruthincraftcentre.org.uk/
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trustee of the Theo Moorman 
Trust for Weavers who’ve 
partnered with Ruthin Craft 
Centre to put on this show.

We Are All Fragile by Chris 
Bird-Jones, meanwhile, is  
an exhibition based around 
spoons and how they relate 
to the human form and 
condition. The Swansea artist 
works primarily with glass 
and has researched people’s 
stories and played with 
spoons to create ‘seven silver 
spoons’ from blown glass 

Ruthin Craft Centre
offering unique, hand-crafted gifts
Please view our website
for current visitor information
www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk

Enquiries: call 01824 704774 or email:
ruthincraftcentre@denbighshireleisure.co.uk
10am – 5.30pm Tuesday – Sunday

that are hollow and mirrored 
inside so viewers catch 
glimpses of themselves.

Finally, there’s Within the 
Grain – Stories in Wood by 
Claire Langdown. Claire’s 
wood relief carvings featured 
in exhibitions from the late 
1970s until the early Nineties 
when she unfortunately  
had to give up carving.  
This display shows off her 
impressive body of work 
along with her recent 
drawings and paintings. >

http://ruthincraftcentre.org.uk/
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EWEMOO
SWANSEA

Why not welcome the spring 
with a splash of colour, 
vibrancy and character? 
That’s exactly what you  
can expect from Ewemoo.

This delightful company, 
based in South Wales, was 
started by Beth Morgan-
Jones and her husband  
back in 2011. Today the duo 
employ a total of eight local 
staff and supply more than 
30 shops across the area with 
their inimitable footstools.

The stools depict a range  
of charming creatures found 
in the Welsh landscape, such 
as sheep, pigs, cows and 
hedgehogs. The animals are 

Ewemoo’s pig footrest 
is pretty in pink

http://www.ewemoo.co.uk/
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>

available in  
a variety of 
natural, pastel 
or bright 
colours, and the 
team are even able 
to create bespoke 
pieces to suit your 
own home and tastes. 
Each of the footstools is  
hand-crafted with enormous 
attention to detail that really 
comes through in every 
piece. The stools are sure  

to brighten up  
your own home,  
as well as making 
fantastic gifts  

for friends and 
family – they never 

fail to raise a smile, 
along with the tired 

feet they support! 
The Ewemoo team exhibit 

their work at a variety of 
regional events and markets 
and the designs are also 
available to buy direct.

ART | INSPIRED BY THE COUNTRY

>
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BLUESTONE GALLERY
HAY-ON-WYE

This independent art gallery 
offers an array of British 
artwork, including prints, 
paintings, handmade 
jewellery, crafts, ceramics, 
sculpture, hand-turned wood 
and handblown glass. The 
town is known for its literary 
scene, of course, but Guy and 
Ellie Perkins, the founders of 

Bluestone, are eager 
contributors to the creative 
mix of the community. 

The painting pictured is 
titled Stormy Sky Over Sugar 
Loaf by Alex Brown and it’s a 
framed, original oil that offers 
an atmospheric depiction of 
this landmark in the Brecon 
Beacons. The Raglan-based 
artist paints from life and 

Stormy Sky Over Sugar 
Loaf by Alex Brown

>

https://www.bluestonegallery.com/
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finds inspiration in nature 
and natural events. His work 
focuses on the relationship 
between light and colour 
and the balance between 
realism and abstraction to 
portray his subject in the 
truest possible way. “I seek 
light, feel colour and discover 
truth,” the painter asserts.  
In addition to displaying his 
work at Bluestone Gallery, 
Alex owns Lemon Art School 
in Monmouthshire and 

teaches around the UK 
and France. Lemon Art 
School teaches weekly 
term-time oil painting classes 
and vouchers are available, 
too, should you prefer to  
give the experience as a  
gift to someone.

Whether there’s a specific 
work of art that catches your 
eye on the Bluestone Gallery 
website or you’re in Hay-on-
Wye anyway, this friendly 
gallery’s well worth a visit.

https://www.walesandborders.com/newsletter.html
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Built to last
When it comes to bespoke 

furniture, the phrase ‘buy 
once, buy well’ applies 

in spades. Karen Wilson 
explores the options

While flat-pack 
furniture has  
its place for first-

time buyers on a budget,  
as well as occasional accent 
pieces, or in children’s 
bedrooms where furniture 
isn’t expected to last, for  
key areas of the home it  
pays to invest in bespoke 
furniture made from  

FEATURE | BESPOKE FURNITURE

>
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good-quality materials using 
traditional techniques.

Across the Welsh Borders 
you’ll find a plethora of 
skilled craftspeople – some 
hidden gems and some 
more well-known – who  
can create both built-in and 
freestanding furniture for 
even the most awkward  
of spaces. From window 
seats and banquette dining-
room seating, to wardrobes,  
coffee tables and bathroom 
vanity units, your exact 

specifications can be taken 
into consideration.

OLD OAK KITCHENS
Bedwyn Rees has been at 
the helm of Old Oak Kitchens 
since its inception in 2010, 
and has a small, efficient 
team of three with a 
workshop in Hermon. 
Initially, the business created 
only furniture and, later, 

Made-to-measure units 
by Old Oak Kitchens

>
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Kenton Jones represents over 44 years of crafting exquisite kitchens,  
providing the highest standards of craftsmanship and service.

SHOTATTON SHOWROOM

Shotatton Crossroads
A5 (Holyhead Road)
Shropshire
SY4 1JH
01691 682 009

WELSHPOOL SHOWROOM

Henfaes Lane
Welshpool

Powys
SY21 7BE

01938 554 789

www.kentonjones.com sales@kentonjones.com

https://www.kentonjones.com/
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A light and airy utility  
by Old Oak Kitchens

FEATURE | BESPOKE FURNITURE

kitchens for homes in the 
local Carmarthen and 
Pembrokeshire area. However, 
since meeting architects  
at the Pembrokeshire  
Show, Bedwyn has started 
working further afield,  
from Surrey to Devon.

‘Although kitchens are our 
mainstay, after working with 
several modern architects, 
we’ve done everything from 
wall panelling and staircases 
to bedroom furniture, boot 
rooms and utilities,’ says 

Bedwyn, who believes 
bespoke furniture has 
enduring appeal. ‘People 
want to go that extra mile. 
They don’t want something 
that their next door 
neighbour has,’ he explains. 
‘These days we’re seeing  
a move towards modern, 
simple Scandinavian lines 
with a raw and natural finish. 
Although the end result  >
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may look simple, the design 
can be complicated, with 
hidden shadow lines and 
concealed lights, so there’s  
a lot of work behind it.’

The best-quality hardwoods 
are always favoured over 
softwoods for longevity. 
‘There’s nothing wrong with 
chipboard carcasses,’ says 
Bedwyn. ‘But if you want 

something to last a lifetime, 
you need to start with 
materials that’ll last a lifetime.’ 

Although oak is still very 
popular, Bedwyn suggests 
less expensive ash for 
painted furniture. ‘We use 
Mylands paint, but we can 
also match to Farrow & Ball 
colours,’ he says. ‘We’ve  
done a lot of darker colours 
lately, like dark blue, which 
seems to work really well  
in small rooms like utilities.’

While traditional 
techniques are used, the 
workshops do have modern 
machinery to speed up the 
process. ‘There’s still a lot  
of cutting, sanding and 
painting done by hand 
though,’ says Bedwyn. 
‘Everything is bespoke and 
truly unique, with traditional 
dovetails on the drawers.’ 

Since the start of the 
pandemic, the demand for 
home office furniture has 
soared, too. ‘We made a 
beautiful walnut desk with 

Cupboards can be made 
to your requirements

>
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Old Oak Kitchens, Rhyd-Y-Gwin,  

Hermon, Cynwyl Elfed, SA33 6SU

07792 466295

info@oldoakkitchens.co.uk 

www.oldoakkitchens.co.uk

We design, handcraft, deliver and install bespoke 
Kitchens, Libraries and high end furniture, including 
traditional items such as solid oak dressers and settles 
and with our small dedicated team of craftsmen.

QUALITY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

https://www.oldoakkitchens.co.uk/
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storage for a house in Surrey, 
and library walls can look 
amazing, too,’ says Bedwyn. 
‘Everyone who’s doing 
bespoke furniture is busy  
at the moment. The diary  
is full for the next five to six 
months ahead, although  
we can probably fit in some 
smaller jobs in-between.’

Opting for classic designs 
that you really love is 
something Bedwyn always 
recommends. ‘Fashions will 
change but this furniture  

will be in your house forever,’ 
he explains.  

KENTON JONES
Although best known  
for high-quality bespoke 
kitchens, Kenton Jones in 
Shrewsbury and Welshpool 
has recently launched a 
luxury range of furniture  
for 2022. The business was 
started 44 years ago by 
Kenton Jones, an architect 
with a passion for 
construction and timber, >

http://www.taltreesstoves.com/home
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Choose painted and raw 
wood for a chic finish
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who used his brother’s saw 
mill on the family farm to 
construct beautiful joinery 
from Welsh timber.  

His son, also called Kenton, 
took the helm six years  
ago and has a background  
in both joinery and 
engineering. It’s that mix  
of skills that makes the 
company so innovative.

‘As kitchens make up  
95 percent of our joinery 
business, we’ve never really 
marketed our other furniture 

before, but it’s an area we 
want to move into more,’ 
says the younger Kenton. 
‘Often our clients will ask  
for other furniture after 
commissioning a kitchen 
from us, as they know the 
quality and service to expect.’

The range includes dining 
tables from £2,800, double 
vanity units from £2,470,  
and wardrobes from £3,850. >
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With many more 
people working 
from home, the 
hideaway desk  
with double bi-fold 
doors, from £4,890, 
is a great option,  
as you can close  
off your work 
station and the 
room no longer looks like an office for 
visiting guests. ‘People are also asking for 
sliding partitions to zone off big open-
plan spaces, as the kitchen sometimes 
has to become a working environment  

Kenton Jones’ 
hideaway desk 
is great for a 
home office

>

https://volunteer.rspca.org.uk/opportunities
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Giving Hair & 
Hope to 

children with 
cancer  

Registered Charity No. 1176160

littleprincesses.org.uk | 01432 352 359
@officiallittleprincesstrust 

Help us provide free, real hair wigs 
to young people and fund research 
into childhood cancers.
Start today by ordering your 
free fundraising pack now!

The Queen’s Award 
for Voluntary Service

@LPTrustUK

as well,’ adds 
Kenton.

It’s clear that he’s 
passionate about 
sustainability. ‘The 
throwaway culture 
of the Nineties  
and Noughties  
was echoed all the  
way through the 
furniture industry,’ he says. ‘Now people  
are more aware of looking after the planet, 
so they want to invest in pieces with 
longevity, which has really helped the 
bespoke furniture industry.’

Bespoke pieces 
are usually 
finished  
by hand

>

https://www.littleprincesses.org.uk/
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Bespoke vanity unit  
by Kenton Jones
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Even today, the firm still 
uses homegrown timber 
milled locally for all its 
structural components, 
which are kiln dried and 
seasoned at Kenton’s uncle’s 
mill. Although oak is by far 
the most popular wood,  
the company has also used 
maple, tulip, ash, walnut and 
sycamore, depending on 
availability. ‘Sometimes 
people will even bring us 
their own trees to use, which 
makes the piece even more 

unique and gives it a story,’ 
says Kenton. ‘For instance, 
we created an amazing floor 
for a barn conversion out of 
an old beech tree. The client 
was an arborist and loved 
the beautiful markings on  
it. There’ll never be another 
floor like it.’

As the company has an  
in-house tool maker, it can 
manufacture any type of >
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moulding or detail 
that’s required.  
This means the 
possibilities are 
endless for creating 
truly bespoke 
furniture. ‘We  
can design to  
any style, from 
traditional shaker to 
a minimalist modern Japandi look,’ says 
Kenton. ‘That knowledge across the whole 
spectrum is quite rare.’

Some clients want to push the boundaries 
of design, while others prefer to play it safe. 

Kenton Jones 
can also make 
bedroom 
furniture

Just a 1% gift in your Will to  
Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust  
will protect nature and the  
wild places you love.

Find out more at
montwt.co.uk/support-us

>

https://www.montwt.co.uk/support-us
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Sometimes Kenton will 
suggest a middle ground, 
such as combining pale grey 
wall units with a statement 
dark island, or mixing 
painted and natural oak. 

Ultimately, bespoke 
furniture will continue  
to flourish as people  
crave individual pieces  
that reflect them and their 
surroundings. ‘People can 
have whatever they want,’ 
says Kenton. ‘The only limit  
is their imagination.’

 Old Oak Kitchens  
www.oldoakkitchens.co.uk 

 Kenton Jones 
www.kentonjones.com 

This is Amber. Isn't she lovely? 

This sweet-natured, happy girl has

been adopted and even has her own

Facebook page!  But  there are other

Greyhounds and Lurchers patiently

waiting to be a part of someone's life.

Visit our website to meet them. Who

knows... this might be the beginning of

something beautiful...

www.greyhoundrescuewales.co.uk

And if you can't adopt, you could also
volunteer, foster, or sponsor a dog.  

Could you give 
a Greyhound 
a home?

WWW.JONATHANBAKERPHOTOGRAPHY.CO.UK

https://www.oldoakkitchens.co.uk/
https://www.kentonjones.com/
https://greyhoundrescuewales.co.uk/
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High water mark
With their ability to 
soothe and inspire us, 
Chelsea-medal-winner 
June Cynthia suggests 
water gardens are an  
art form. Here, she 
reveals some secrets  
to creating your own 

The Renaissance is a 
period in European 
history marking the 

transition from the Middle 
Ages to modernity and 
covering the 14th to the 
16th centuries. It was 
characterised by the  
revival of classical antiquity, 
to surpass ideas and 
achievements after the Crisis 
of the Late Middle Ages, > 
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known as the Dark Ages. But 
humanism soon promoted 
the idea that man was the 
centre of his own universe 
and should embrace human 
achievements in education 
and the arts. Well, we can 
start our own renaissance, 
by embracing our own  
ideas in the form of water 
gardening. After all, 
gardening is such a beautiful 
interpretation of art. 

 
The wonder of water
We all love to visit beautiful 
outdoor spaces full of colour 
and wonderful design, but 
none more so than water 

gardens, which absolutely 
mesmerise us with their 
tranquillity. More often than 
not though, these lakes and 
ponds are vast and sit within 
acres of country-house 
grounds, thus inhibiting any 
thoughts that perhaps we 
could have the very same 
feature in our gardens. But, 
by scaling them down to 
something more suitable for 
our personal garden plots, 
everything is possible. We 
can achieve this beautiful 
feature, whatever size of 
outside space we have.

 I understand the notion  
of inhibition very well. For 

GARDENING | PONDS

> 

Floating flowers Water  
lilies will bring delicate  
colour to your pond
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INDEPENDENT TIMBER MERCHANT
SHROPSHIREʼS LEADING

 

 

 

• Railway sleepers treated and untreated
• Oak untreated sleepers now available New Oak Beams 
• Fencing materials and accessories Wooden Gates 
• Quality decking Stocks of sawn timber & plywood 

 Phone: 01939 232 440 / 233812  |  www.gsreeves.co.uk

 Reeves Ltd
G.S & P.A

example, as a student,  
I looked on in awe when I was 
introduced to huge floral 
designs at college. I clearly 
remember thinking I would 
never be able to achieve 
anything like that. But  
I was wrong! My tutor soon 
demonstrated that as long 
as you follow the classical 
rule of thirds – thus creating 
actual and visual balance 
– you can achieve a perfectly 
balanced design in whatever 
you do, be it very large or 

even in miniature (which  
I adore). 

To simplify the rule of 
thirds idea, and help you 
visualise it, think of a vase  
of flowers. To be most 
visually appealing, the 
flowers should be no higher 
than two-thirds of the 
height of the vase or 
container. Any higher, then 
the look is top-heavy, any 
lower and it looks cramped. 
The rule of thirds applies to 
the width of your bouquet > 

https://www.gsreeves.co.uk/
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each side of the focal point, 
thus creating actual and 
visual balance. We have the 
Greeks and the Romans to 
thank for these extremely 
useful calculations, and the 
rule is used by surveyors and  
architects the world over.

 So, if your dream is to 
make a garden pond or 
water garden, the above 
example of scale and 
balance applies to each and 
every design – one-third 
wide to two-thirds long. 

as well – ie, they should be 
no more than one-third 
wider than the vase on 
either side, creating a central 
focal point.

When drawing out a 
design, always find the 
central focal point. For 
example, in a drawing of  
a vase of flowers, draw a 
vertical line down the centre 
of your sketch from top  
to bottom, then draw a 
horizontal line one-third  
of the way up from the base, 
meeting up with the central 
vertical line. This is your focal 
point. You can then extend 
your flowers one-third to 

Pond life Water features such  
as garden ponds can become  
a haven for wildlife

> 
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Measure and draw your 
pond shape by marking  
it out with a garden paint 
spray applied directly to  
the grass, taking into 
consideration the required 
shape of your pond at its 
widest point. 

If you want a very simple, 
naturalistic, round pond 
then just create gentle 
curves within the circle so 
that the shape doesn’t look 
too contrived. Then start  
to dig (see ‘How to create 

your own pond’, below).
Right now is the perfect 

time to be starting your own  
garden pond or water 
garden project. It’s a 
wonderful way to enjoy  
the beauty of spring,  
and to embrace your own 
ideas by achieving what  
you thought would 
otherwise be impossible. 
Remember, we are the 
centre of our own universe, 
so rejoice in your own 
achievements! > 

https://etcsawmills.co.uk/
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HOW TO CREATE YOUR  
OWN POND
Choose very carefully the 
sight of your intended pond. 
Select a level site and  
don’t place it into a hollow, 
because in heavy rainfall  
you might get pollutants 
running into it that may kill 
your fish or wildlife. If you’re 
using a liner and are unsure 
how big it will need to be, 
then accurately measure 
the size of your pond, not 
forgetting the overlap, and 
ask for advice from a water 
garden nursery.

 
● Start to dig out the hole, 
remembering to leave one 
end of the pond deeper 
than the other to allow any 
fish to swim deeper to the 
bottom of the pond in 
winter. Also, remember to 
leave shelves around the 
wall of the pond in strategic 
places to sit marginal plants 
on. You may want to taper 
off the shallow end of your 

pond to help hedgehogs, 
birds and other wildlife gain 
safe access to the water.

 
● Remove any sharp objects 
such as stones, bricks and 
roots from the base of the 
pond. Cover the base with 
thick newspapers or a 
commercial pond liner. 
(Don’t be tempted to cut 
corners by purchasing a 
cheap liner – remember,  
buy well and you buy once!)
Then cover this over with a 
generous layer of soft sand. 
This will help the final butyl 
liner to bed down well.  

Tamp down gently until 
the base is relatively smooth 
and flat at both ends. At  
this point you might like to 
think about contacting an 
electrician if you want to 
install lighting, or a waterfall 
or other water feature. 

If making a waterfall or 
rockery, it’s advisable to  
lay another piece of liner  
to suppress any weeds  > 
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before building up your final 
pond design.

 
● It’s a good idea to wear 
wellington boots so as not 
to damage the liner. Place 
your chosen second heavy-
duty butyl liner into the 
dug-out pond, making sure 
it’s big enough so that when 
the water is poured in, the 
weight of the water doesn’t 
pull the liner too far down 
the side of the pond,  
thus preventing you from 
shaping the liner nicely over 

GARDENING | PONDS

the plant shelves that will 
hold your marginal plants. 
Most important of all, leave 
a really generous overlap of 
liner while the pond is filling. 
This overlap should be held 
in place with heavy rocks 
until the water has found 
and filled all the nooks and 
crannies of your liner. 

Check the level of the 
water now – you don’t  > 

Heavy duty Weigh down your 
liner with large rocks to keep  
it in place and cover the edge
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want the pond sloping at 
one end, or you will lose 
your water and possibly 
your fish! It’s probably better 
at this point to leave it 
overnight and to re-check 
the levels once more the 
next day. If you’re satisfied 
with the levels, then place 
heavy rocks onto the liner  
all around your pond. The 
rocks should be varied in 
shape and placed slightly 
protruding over the edge  
of the pond to hide the 

butyl liner. You can then 
build up your rocks 
according to your design. 
Cobble stones could  
be added to fill in any  
little gaps. 

 
CHOOSING PLANTS 
Water lilies When 
choosing water lilies for 
your pond, remember that 
certain lilies are larger and  
more vigorous in growth 
than others. It depends on 
the size of your pond as  

E: info@hopkinsmachinery.co.uk T: 01874 623322

SPRING OFFERS ON NOW!!
CONTACT OR VISIT OUR BRECON DEPOT FOR MORE 

INFORMATION.
Newport | Brecon | Gloucester | Devon

AGRICULTURE | CONSTRUCTION | GROUNDCARE 
IN STOCK AND READY TO WORK

TRACTORS
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

TELEHANDLERS
RIDE ON MOWERS

ATV’S & UTV’S

> 

https://www.hopkinsmachinery.co.uk/


to which variety to choose. 
Seek advice from a local 
nursery, taking the pond 
measurements with you.

Submerged 
oxygenating plants
These pond weeds are 
important in that they 
provide a spawning 
medium for fish and they 
harbour vast quantities  
of food organisms.

As a general rule, all 
oxygenators (those plants 
below the surface of the 
water), release their oxygen 
directly into the water,  
but only under the 
influence of direct light. 

Conversely, surface  
plants (those with leaves 
on or above the water), 
release their oxygen 
directly into the open  
air. It’s important to get  
the balance of fish and 
oxygenators that your 
pond will support, so ask 
for advice from a nursery.

Floating plants
● Lemna duckweed
● Red root floater
● Water hyacinth (pictured)
● Dwarf water lettuce

 
Marginal plants
● Caltha palustris
● Pontederia
● Lobelia cardinalis
● Sagittaria sagittifolia
● Primula helodoxa
● Iris kaempferi
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l June Cynthia is an RHS Chelsea 
Flower Show gold medallist and  
an award-winning florist



The joys of spring

words | Matthew Pike   
Pictures | © National Trust Images, © Crown Copyright (2022) Visit Wales

Our walks this month explore two beautiful  
country estates, where clouds of blossoms herald 

the coming of warmer weather
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It first arrives before the 
leaves have sprung and 
when the chill of winter  

is still in the air. Yet when  
it comes, it brightens our 
world and lets us know spring 
is definitely on the way.

We’ll see spring blossom 
soon enough. Cherries are 
often the first to flower, 
sometimes as early as 
February. But we’ll continue 
to enjoy magnificent 
displays on trees and 
hedges, such as hawthorn 
and blackthorn, until June.

Our walks this month  
take us to two National  
Trust properties where  

it’s worth making the trip  
for the springtime colour.  
At Herefordshire’s 
Brockhampton – our first 
walk – it’s the damson 
blossom that’s really 
spectacular, followed by  
the apple blossom later  
in the spring. Our route  
goes through both orchards, 
and offers plenty of other 
seasonal sights, including 
ducklings in May, Hawkins 
Hebridean lambs, and  
pretty carpets of bluebells.

Bloomin’ lovely Flowering 
damson trees at Brockhampton 
Manor in Herefordshire
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WALKS | SPRING BLOSSOM WALKS

Lower Brockhampton 
Manor is a gorgeous timber-
framed 14th-century house 
and moat. And when the 
damsons are in bloom, there 
can’t be a more romantic 
place to spend a day out.

The world-renowned 
gardens at Powis Castle in 
Powys, meanwhile, are the 
location for our second, 
much easier, walk. Here, the 
old English apple orchards 
provide blossom among the 
plethora of colours offered 

by tulips, grape hyacinths, 
magnolias, primroses, 
azaleas and a whole host  
of other species of flower.

The castle was originally 
built as a medieval fortress 
but has changed 
dramatically over the years 
and now houses great 
paintings, tapestries and 
sculptures. Its elevated 
position means there’s often 
a fine backdrop to the 
colourful foreground of  
its wonderful gardens.

WELSH BORDER WALKS | HISTORIC TOWN CENTRES  

1. ADMIRE THE RICH HISTORY OF LEOMINSTER

1. Walk north along 
Worcester Road (with the 

railway on your right), then 

along Etnam Street. Turn  

left along High Street, take 

the first right along Westbury 

Street, then turn left into 

Ryelands Road. Take the third 

road on the right (Newland 

Road) and then the first left 

into Stockenhill Road. 
2. Where the road bends 

right at number 44, take  

AT A GLANCE

WHERE: Leominster, 
Herefordshire
DISTANCE: 5 miles

DIFFICULTY: Easy
START: Leominster  
railway station,  
off Worcester Road

GRID REF: SO502588

POST CODE: HR6 8AR

MAP: OS Explorer 202 

Leominster & Bromyard

© Crown copyright 2021 Ordnance Survey. Media 037/21
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WELSH BORDER WALKS | HISTORIC TOWN CENTRES2. EXPLORE THE LIFE OF A SHROPSHIRE HERO

1. From the railway station, turn left up Castle Gates  to the library on your right, fronted by a statue of  Darwin looking suitably distinguished. This was once Shrewsbury School, where Darwin was a boarder.2. Turn left and left again down Meadow Place. Cross the road and keep ahead 

AT A GLANCE
WHERE: Shrewsbury,  
Shropshire
DISTANCE: 3.4 miles
DIFFICULTY: Easy
START: Shrewsbury  
Railway Station
GRID REF: SJ495128
POST CODE: SY1 2DQ
MAP: OS Explorer 241 
Shrewsbury 

© Crown copyright 2021 Ordnance Survey. Media 037/21
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Walk 1 Take a wander 
through the orchards  
at Brockhampton estate  
in Herefordshire.

Walk 2 Explore the 
apple blossoms and 

flower gardens at 
Powis Castle.

Download your walks here, to print out or take
with you on your smartphone or tablet

https://www.walesandborders.com/images/user/WBL204-Walk1.pdf
https://www.walesandborders.com/images/user/WBL204-Walk1.pdf
https://www.walesandborders.com/images/user/WBL204-Walk2.pdf
https://www.walesandborders.com/images/user/WBL204-Walk2.pdf
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MOTORING | SUZUKI JIMNY LCV 

Iregularly browse the small 
ads; inevitably, it’s the cars 
that attract my attention. 

Right now, there’s a Suzuki 
dealer near me advertising  
a nearly new Jimny. It’s in 
range-topping SZ5 spec,  

has just under 4,000 miles 
on the clock, and, judging 
by the registration number,  
is just over a year old. The 
asking price is £31,450.  
Talk about strong residuals. 
That boxy, little-used 4x4  

Jimny come lately

Reclassified as an LCV, Suzuki’s new Jimny is 
now better value than its top-spec predecessor

words | Liam Bird
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is on the forecourt at 
£10,000 more than it cost 
originally. Such is the 
demand for Suzuki’s new 
Jimny – and second-hand 
cars in general – that prices 
have gone sky-high. 

There’s also another fact to 
take into account: you can 
no longer buy a brand-new 
four-seater Suzuki Jimny,  
in SZ5 spec or otherwise. 
The Jimny’s 1.5-litre engine, 
you see, is not the most  
eco-friendly of things, and 
changes to the emissions 
regulations introduced on 
1st January 2021mean that 
Suzuki, who need to 
maintain a fleet average  
of 95g/km CO2 for 
their passenger cars, 
were all but forced  
to stop selling what 
is probably their  
most instantly 
recognisable vehicle.

Or were they? 
Notice the terms 
‘four-seater’ and 

‘passenger cars’. Because by 
removing the back seats – 
which if you’re a Jimny 
owner, you no doubt have 
folded flat almost all of the 
time anyway – and fitting a 
fixed bulkhead (like the ones 
in vans, to prevent anything 
in the back sliding too far 
forwards under braking), 
Suzuki were able to 
reclassify the Jimny as an 
LCV (that’s Light Commercial 
Vehicle). That means they 
accessed the more lenient 
regulations that cover 
commercial vehicles  
under 3.5 tonnes, while 
simultaneously removing 
any obligation for them  

MOTORING | SUZUKI JIMNY LCV 
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coloured. Inside, there’s  
air-con instead of climate 
control, the heated seats are 
missing, and there’s no built-
in sat-nav. You do still get 
DAB and Bluetooth though. 
One could argue however, 
that the more utilitarian look 
actually suits the Jimny. 

The on-road driving 
experience is…umm… 
characterful. Don’t buy a 
Jimny if you’re a motorway 
regular. There’s lots of wind 
noise, and anything over 
50mph feels quite frantic. 
There’s body roll aplenty, 
and the steering is quite 
vague. Around town, things 
are better – a Jimny feels 

to have to add what is  
now the Jimny LCV’s CO2 
contribution to its fleet total. 
Clever, eh? You might not  
be able to sell Jimny cars, 
but you can sell Jimny vans. 

Rear seat removal and 
extra mesh panels aside, the 
differences between Jimny 
and Jimny LCV are slight. 
That aforementioned 
1.5-litre engine still sits 
under the squared-sided 
bonnet, it’s still coupled to  
a 5-speed manual gearbox 
packed with short ratios. 
Underneath there’s the same 
ladder chassis, rigid axles 
and coil springs. The part-
time four-wheel-drive 
system is unchanged, too, 
meaning the Jimny LCV is 
every bit as capable off-road 
as you’d expect (it will go 
almost anywhere you point 
it). Steel wheels replace 
alloys, halogen headlamps 
replace LEDs, and mirror 
backs and door handles  
are black instead of body-

MOTORING | SUZUKI JIMNY LCV 
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surprisingly lively at 
slow speeds and the 
high driving position 
allows for great 
visibility; nipping 
through traffic is great 
fun. Fuel economy? 
Expect 40mpg on a 
good run. Oh, and one 
other thing, the Jimny 
LCV’s payload is  
a meagre 150kg. 

The Jimny LCV then,  
is not for everyone.  
I loved it, but not everyone 
will. It’s strictly a two-seater, 
more practical than posh, 
and it’ll only carry light  
loads – but it will carry them 
anywhere you like. It’s also  
in very limited supply: just 
500 are due to be imported 
here this year. The good news 
is, if you can find one and 
none of the above bothers 
you, in the current market a 
brand-new Jimny LCV works 
out far cheaper than a nearly 
new four-seater one. 

Now, where do I sign? 

Suzuki Jimny Light 
Commercial Vehicle 
Engine: 1,462cc 4Cyl  
16V petrol
Transmission: 5-speed 
manual, selectable four-
wheel drive with low  
range option
Power: 100 bhp @ 6,000pm
Torque: 95 lbft @ 4,000rpm
0-62 MPH: 12.6 sec
Max speed: 90 mph
CO2: 154 g/km
MPG: 41.5 combined
Price: from £19,999  
on the road 

MOTORING | SUZUKI JIMNY LCV 
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Black Sheep
One man and his pen
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COMMENT | BLACK SHEEP

It’s been coming, the  
full-on invasion. They’d 
been threatening it for 

some time. Not the Russians 
– the bloody mice.

Maybe it’s the weather 
these days: rain, rain, rain, 
rain, cloudy, rain, rain.  
Mice aren’t the greatest of 
swimmers after all. I mean, 
yeah, water voles and water 
rats. But you don’t hear 
about water mice do you?

So in they came this winter, 
without so much as an 
invite. Into the warm, dry 
refuge that is Chez Sheep.  
It started as a trickle. Just  
the odd one or two, which is 
what you’d expect of a stone 
cottage in the middle of 
nowhere. And, to be honest, 
we could handle that. 
There’d be the odd patter  
of critter at night, scurrying 
his way across the ceiling in 
the loft, followed by a sliding 
sound as he reached the 
sloping eaves. I swear they 
just do that bit for fun.

But then the tap dancing 
above us became more 
frequent. We tried moving 
into the spare room for the 
cold snap, thinking it just a 
brief incursion from Mickey’s 
mates. A mouse party, if you 
will. But the same thing was 
happening in there.

Then we started hearing 
them above the inglenook. 
So we turned the telly up  
a bit. “It’ll just be until the 
warm weather returns,”  
I assured Mrs Sheep,  
as the Mutt sat rigid by  
the wood burner, gazing  
up for hours on end.

Course, at this stage, most 
folk would’ve reached for 
the mousetraps, or the rat 
poison. But, people… I’m  
a lover not a ratter. Call me 
sentimental, but waging  
war on the poor little fellas 
doesn’t seem right. And 
besides, snapping its neck 
without any guarantee of an 
instant kill, or luring it with 
poison that’ll take a couple >
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of days to finish it off… Who 
does that? Other than West 
Ham footballers, obviously. 
And don’t even get me 
started on those glue traps. 
Whoever invented those 
should have their faces 
rubbed in one.

So I buried my head in  
the sand. Wore my sound-
cancelling headphones in 
bed and tried to ignore the 
increasingly manic Mutt 
pacing around the house 
with a deranged look about 

her. Until, that was,  
we returned from a long 
weekend away, during 
which the mice had seized 
their opportunity and 
moved in lock, stock.

I found one on the landing 
within minutes, nosing 
around by the laundry 
basket. So I set to with some 
bare-knuckled, ninja mouse-
trapping skills, and – if I’m 
honest – surprised myself  
by managing to lure it into 
the laundry basket itself, 

COMMENT | BLACK SHEEP
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from which it couldn’t 
escape until I released 
it into the garden.

But then came the smell  
in the bedroom. That 
unmistakable, sickly sweet 
niff of ex-mouse. Naturally 
we turned the room upside 
down, searched under the 
bed, in the chest of drawers, 
behind the wardrobe, 
everywhere. It had to be in 
the walls or lying in repose 
on the other side of the 
ceiling plaster. So we opened 
the windows, turned the 
radiator off and kept the 
door open in a bid to 
neutralise the noxious hum.

The following morning,  
a scream from the kitchen.  
It was Mrs Sheep, faced with 
two mice lying face down in 
front of the Mutt’s bed. To be 
fair, only one of them was 
real; the Mutt had clearly 
been trying to work out 
which one had a squeak  
left in it – the toy, or the 
bloodied, battered body  

of the poor unfortunate 
thing lying next to it.

Back upstairs, the whiff  
was getting stronger, and 
seemed to be coming from 
under the bed now. So we 
moved it again. Checked the 
drawers in the divan. Again. 
Still nothing.

That evening I went to 
make a cup of tea in the 
kitchen and, as I switched on 
the light, I caught a glimpse 
of another of the blighters, 
sprinting across the floor 
and disappearing beneath 
the dishwasher, followed  
by the apoplectic Mutt who 
couldn’t stop in time and 
slammed her nose into the 
units. Getting on hands  
and knees, it was then  
I realised there’s a gap  
in the plinth below the 
dishwasher that allows the 
door to open down. And 
unless you want to start 
washing the dishes yourself, 
it needs to stay that way. 
Leaving the mice a Narnia-

COMMENT | BLACK SHEEP
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like doorway into our world.
This called for some  

clear-headed thinking.  
So I turned to the internet. 
Not something you’d 
normally say, granted. But 
within a few clicks, I’d come 
across humane traps for a 
fiver a pop. At that price, it’s 
worth a go. Especially as now 
we’d been forced back into 
the spare room by the reek.

I was sceptical, of course. 
Not as eye-rollingly so as 
Mrs Sheep, but sceptical all 

the same. And when the 
thing arrived – in all its 
flimsy, made-in-China glory 
– I opened its dinky door
and left it in the boiler room
with all the expectation of
a first-time lottery player.

And yet, the next day, there 
it was. Sat in the clear plastic 
tube, blinking back at me 
with those gorgeous black 
eyes, as if to say “thanks for 
the peanut butter, mate”.

I did a lap of honour 
around the house. “Oh 

COMMENT | BLACK SHEEP
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ye of little faith,” I cried, as the 
Mutt cursed me for spoiling 
her fun. And then out the 
door I skipped to release the 
suitably sated prisoner back 
into its world. Later that day 
I even found the source of 
the stench. The poor thing 
had crept between the 
lining of the underside  
of the bed and one of the 
drawers, for what must’ve 
been a warm, cosy final few 
hours. Our bedroom had 
become a hospice for mice. 
But not for much longer.

That evening I set the trap 
again. And guess what? We 
enjoyed a peaceful night’s 
sleep. Which was no wonder, 
as the following morning 
revealed another captive.  
So I released mouse number 
two, and restocked with 
peanut butter. Only to catch 
yet another the morning 
after that. And so it went  
on for several days.

“Have you considered it 
might be the same mouse?” 

Mrs Sheep enquired, on my 
return from the bottom of 
the garden for the fifth time.

I didn’t answer. Instead  
I did what no self-respecting 
bloke does. Not the first 
time around, anyway. I read 
the instructions, of which 
there were only two. The 
first said: check every two 
hours to minimise stress  
for the mice. So, ideal for 
unemployed insomniacs 
then. But the second was 
more pertinent: release 
mouse at least 500m away.

I stared at Mrs Sheep. “What 
does it say?” she asked.

“It says mice share their 
DNA with homing pigeons,” 
I replied.

I mean… 500m? A third 
of a mile? That really is 
taking the mickey.

You can read more from 
Black Sheep in Blog Sheep, 
on walesandborders.com

COMMENT | BLACK SHEEP

MORE SHEEP

https://www.walesandborders.com/news/index.html


Thank-you for reading.
Welsh Border Life will return in

the summer. In the meantime, look out
for the spring issue of Welsh Coastal
Life, out in April, and for our regular
email newsletters from Black Sheep,

covering all the latest news and
features from our website.

Be sure to subscribe for FREE on

walesandborders.com

back to the cover

https://www.walesandborders.com/newsletter.html
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